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of
was put intoeffect toBoston, Jan. 31 While the wool dead as the result of the eruptions of tended perhaps for the purpose
missing were in a bunkhouse. Both exhumed
ing power in the financial world as
moron
them
a
a
These
and
hanging
thorough post
string.
does the American Bankers Assurday following the discovery of small market is still in a state of considerbuildings were overwhelmed by the tem
tiand
Mount
Taal
the
held.
resembled
discoidal
the
accompanying
stones found ance
avalanche.
pox in the tenderloin district. The able uncertainty, there have been
Company. The president, Harry
Earth- in Illinois and other parts of the cen- M.
section was roped off and every' one signs of real Improvement in the last dal wave at four hundred.
Ruby, is one of the most successWOULD
THAT
west.
tral
SANTA
FE
of
The
was
these
announcement
of
week.
discovery
PASSED
found within the police boundary
The
ARCHBISHOP RYAN
ful bankers in the state of Missouri.
higher quakes continue, the volcano is still
HAD SUCH A GIVER. compelled to submit to vaccination.
A RESTFUL NIGHT,
prices in fancy overcoatings and active and there is no lessening of the bones and relics is taken as an evi- He is interested in a number ot
31.
dence that this territory was populat- banks in Missouri
Andrew Carnegie A hundred physicians and a large serges acted as a stimulus on raw
London, Jan.
Philadelphia, Jan. 31 Archbishop
and was for severshower of mud and stones. Five hun- ed at one time by other races of a al
Ryan passed a restful night and as donated an additional million and force of police entered the district, wool trading, while the market fea
years president of the Missouri
shows signs of improvement this a quarter dollars in the furtherance which includes Chinatown and it is ture was the cleaning up of many lots dred and thirty seven earth shocks much higher civilization than were Bankers Association.
Honorable Lon
morning. His heart is verjr.weak how- of his philathropies at is birth place estimated that three thousand per- of odds and ends of scoured wools. have been recorded at the observa found at the time of the conquest by
sons were vaccinated this forenoon. Prices generally are steady.
tory during the present disturbance. Hernando Cortez.
ever, and he is in a serious condition. Dumferline, Scotland.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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differences the property will be in
charge of J. H. Duncan." Taos Valley
.
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Boy Scouts at Aztec
"The reading room and gymnasium
To J. J. Hill, Pessimist
of the Boy Scouts are now ready for
Oh, fay,
use, and the general public opinion
J. J.,
is invited to take advantage of the op
Why don't you try to roll the clouds portunities offered - both. Through
avay
the efforts of Rev. D. K. Bumlv and
Instead of riling them up as you do? others there is being great interest
Quite true,
taken among the boys of Aztec. Two
The era of prosperity
gymnasium classes meet twice a
Won't last forever, still
week. Bookcases w:i. soon be inYou needn't feel your called upon
stalled and uie library feature will be
To point the end out till
more prominent. At the present time
It comes a little closer,
many papers and magazines have
What good is it to run
been donated and people having
Our time out In the shadow
these will find thera gratefully reAs long as there is sun?
ceived at the Scout headquarters. Be-Say,
fore moving away, Vernon DoddingJ. J.,
ton painted a neat sign for tiie bcoui
You're a rainy day.
Aztec should encourage
building.
(W. J. Lampton in "Success
this organization and its good work."
Aztec Indec.
Drunk Comes High at Las Vegas
Katie
Mrs.
Haiaht Mrs. Katie On the charge of drunkenness SanAlHaight, for 16 years a resident of
tiago Padilla was fined $15 and costs
buquerque, died at the age of 57 by Justice of the Peace IX K. Murray
at East Las Vegas.
years.
Las Veaas Will Build Sewer East
Marriage License A marriage
Las Vegas property owners approved cense was granted at Las Vegas to
a plan for a complete sewer system Delfina Gallegos. 22, and Roman Lo
for the city and it will be constructed pez. 49. Both are residents of

SELI6MAM BROS CO.

Southern

Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40.

WE GIVE CASE REGISTER TICKF1 S
ALL
CASH PURCHASES
WITH

contain from 20 to 40 rosin.
Rosin is unkind to clothes.
There is no rosin in Sunny
Monday Soap that's why
it's white. It will wash woolens and flannels without

Cha-perit-

the near future.
The Prince Imbibed Too Freely
Prince Tatem, a clairvoyant, who is
at Las Vegas, was arrested for drunkenness and practicing without a license and was lodged in Jail.

JUST RECEIVED
A Line of New

SERVICEABLE

shrinking, and colored goods without
fading. It work9 in any kind of water
hot, cold, hard or soft and contains a
which saves
r,
marvelous
fully half the time consumed by rubbing.

The use of Sunny
means economy.

Monday

THE N. K. FA.I73A.NX COMPANY

-

SHOES

Gar-flag-

If You Want
foot service.

j

tlle officer and, picking up a pitcher
of water, he hurled it at McGovern.
The policeman
received a shower
bath that was no less drenching than
it was sudden. In addition the offi- cer's wrist was badly cut and bruised,
Johnson was placed in jail and was
given thirty days in the county lockup by the police magistrate. There
Johnson will receive medical atten-- !
tion whether or not he desires it, as
there is danger of his losing several
toes on his entire foot if something is
not done for him. The charge against
Johnson reJohnson is vagrancy.
fuses to divulge his place of residence
or where he froze his feet. He was
sent to Las Vegas from Wagon
Mound by people who raised enough
money to carry him this far on his

Shoe

CorsetJCovere

Underskirts
Drawers
Chemise

Waists

:::::::

Bargains

FOR TWO

Only

j

j

:

:

Only

WEEKS
Commencing

Saturday, January 14th to Saturday, January 28th.
FOR

HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

P.O.

i

DRY GOODS

HOUSE

Box 219

IN THE CITY

Phone 36
,,

'I

ITHING YOU

ifef.

j

I

--

EVE.RYJ :

j

John Pf lueger Specialist

Night Gowns

Also all Winter Goods at Cost Including
Overcoats, Suits,Ladies Suits and
Capes, Underwear, Chifdrens
Coats, Boys Overcoats, Dress
Goods, and many other desirable

dirt-starte-

Windy at Las Vegas "Doubtless
due to the fact that everything loose
was blown away during the wind
storm a week preceding, the heavy
wind of Saturday night did little damMariage Licenses At Albuquerque, age. Las Vegas has no instrument
marriage licenses have been issued to for measuring wind velocity but it is
Simon Deshler and Miss Fanny J. believed the speed of the wind
Ella Douglas and Lonzo Over- - urday night was at least fifty miles
hour. The wind kept nearly
ton, and to Lee Brazos and May Hal-aerybody awake and many houses rock- Will Present Flags to Schools The'ed as though they were about to topGrand Army of the Republican at Las pie over." Las Vegas Optic.
s
Vegas will present three handsome) Refused to Leave Town Rosa
to the three public school build cia, a young girl was sentenced to
ings at Las Vegas on Washington's sixty days in the county jail by
Uice of the Peace D. R. Murray at Las
The girl is accused of vag- - journey.
Vegas.
Santa Fe County Couple Married
Tomas Baca and rancy and the more serious charge of
At Albuquerque,
Emilia C. Bottom of Madrid, south-- ! street walking. Several days ago she NASTY GLIMPSE OF
em Santa Fe county, were married! was ordered by Judge Murray to get
SEAMY SIDE OF LIFE.
She neglec ted to go
by Justice of the Peace W. W. McClel- - out of town.
Jan. 31. Declaring
Colo.,
Denver,
!an(i was arrested.
lan.
that she had been forced by her husCarlsbad Defeats Proposed Change
Smallpox in Colfax County Several
band to enter a resort, Mrs. Mabel
of Name With a majority of 52 out cases of smallpox have developed in
Plochl, a
Hungarian girl,
of 246 votes cast, Carlsbad on Satur-- : Springer with the result that city
had purchased poisoned tablets with
has
been
to:
in
refused
at
is
a
placed
It
election,
quarantine.
day,
popular
which to end her life unless she was
change its name from Carlsbad to reported that most of the trains are rescued. An anonymous note sent to
Carlsbad Springs.
passing through Springer without ike
police resulted in her rescue early
Elizabethtown is also the
Good Citizens'
League Albuquer-- stopping.
Mike Plochl, her husband,
yesterday.
a weiie 01 an epidemic ot smallpox.
que businessmen have organized
is held in the city jail until the
An Obstreperous
Good Citizens' League of almost 200
Prisoner Dick
story is investigated.
men. Pitt Ross has been elected Jonnson, colored,
arrived
in Las
president; H. P. Mohn, vice president; Vegas a few days ago, suffering with
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
D. A. Porterfield,
secretary; Dr. Bur--j two badly frozen feet. The man hob-toj bled into town
on a pair of improvis- - Take LAX ATI V E P.ROMO Quinine Tablets
treasurer.
Police Notes Pedro )ed crutches,
He refused medical at Druttglstsiefund money if It falls to cureE
Albuquerque
and Manuel Montano were fined $5 tention, and, in order that doctors1 W. GKOVE'S signature Is on each box. 25c
each at Albuquerque for drunkenness. might see him, Johnson was sent to
Franklin Green was arrested on the the county jail. No charge was preOn Pressing Occasions
charge of skipping a board bill of ferred against him and the man de$20. The arrest was made at Las Ve- manded his release, which was grantgas on advices from Albuquerque. ed by the jailer. The police then took
li 'iiiti A"
Three stolen bicycles are at 'the Al charge of him, and, upon the recom- DoVi.ce''
station,
buquerque
name wm. viiiTura uii iviuuuu? obtained Johnson's nrlm as rm tn a
morning the citizens of Taos were Las Vegas hospital. In the hospital
evartled by the report that Hallie A.the man refused attention from
!
was found dead in her room tors and nurses. He
frightened the
at the Columbian hotel. Mrs. Clifford latter so badly by Ms conduct that
had been in Denver for some months
they called tle police- Night oficer
Ki
pnsi, aim came uaeiv 10 laos ou rn- "Terry" McGovern went to the hos- wnere
was
sne
to meet pital to take charge of Johnson. The
day evening,
Roy Clifford, her son.
man grew angry as soon as he saw
Scout Patrol at Las Vegas Growing
"
Five more candidates were initiated
ncicMcet rTuiunT pc niDen
into the Boy Scouts of America
onjby iocal appiicatlons as tbey cannot
ootuiucij uj uie uus vegu
pairui. rfflh th riisn0(1 portion of the when you need your clothing, or any
Two
were organized and ear. There is
of U, cleaned and pressed don't
only one way to cure part
be foolish enough to try and accom
m will be known as the Wolves and the
deafness, and that ta hv nnnefit-utinnFoxes
The officers of the two pa-:v,
plish it yourself because you will lose
rorn,n0c
trols are: Foxes: Charles
lnflamed
condition
of the mucous both time and temper and probably
Bradley,jan
patrol leader, and Leon Bowen, cor- - lining of tbe Eustachian Tube. When ruin the garments. Better bring them
to us and we will givo you a profes
pornl. Wolves: Simon Lewis, patrol
)the tube is inflamed you have a rum- - sional
auu rnllm
job that will thoroughly satisfy
corporal.
sound or imperfect hearing, and
"ue"s,
bling
-- Las Vegas Optic.
In promptness, excellence ana
you
wbeu ,t ,B e,,Urely
Deafnega
oarua re uoniracior will tjuiiaiaos ia the result, anri ,,nleoa tho Inflarr,.
reasonable price.
Church "The contract for building
n
..v.
i,o
uu is; ti,,.
uvu m,
UUL (1L1U
j
IUUC
luixu
tne new atnoac cnurcn nas Deen let, restored to its normal
condition, hear-th-e
contractor, being Don Carlo
will ho
,v,i,.v.
neo of Santa Fe, who is expected to is
Palace and Washington Avenues.
nothing bvit an inflamed condition Cor.
of of the mucous surfaces.
B begin work about the middle
March. The contractor is well known
We will givo One Hundred Dollars
and efficient, and the work cannot be for any case of Deafness
(caused by
other than satisfactory. The cost of catarrh) that cannot be cured by
the new church will total about
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circuan amount sufficient to give a lars, free.
church building that will be a credit
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.
to Taos. During the building of the
Said by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- church, services will be held in the
Convent Hall." Taos Valley News.
patlon.
Scouts for Taos "Ralph J. Phillips
having received a letter from Scout
We Have Built Up
Master James Grattan Mythen, who
is at the head of the Boy Scout organization of New Mexico, is endeavoring to institute a division of the
Scouts in Taos. He has secured a
THE PACE FOR 1911
will surely be set by our livery staana as soon as possmie tne organization will be completed.
ble, as we have rigs to let as good as
The News
is greatly interested in this movement
private ones. If you
and will do all in its power to help
ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
the boys along. The names of the
or you have an engagement where a
signers and plans for operation will
carriage is necessary or proper, send
be given next week and the progress
ua word and we will see that you are
of the work regularly recorded.
No
well cared for. We guarantee you'll
better organization for boys has ever
be pleased with our service and
been brought into existence than the
prices.
Boy Scouts." Taos Valley News.
Hill
Mines
J.
"Joe
Copper
Peyer
WILLIAMS 4 RI
WE HANDLE LUMBER
was in Taos on Thursday, leaving for
copper Hill with Deputy Sheriff San- in large quantities ana naye rrery 310 8an Francisco St 'Phone 139 Red.
tistevan to put an attachment on the modern facility for furnishing the
property to cover a claim of $1,798.89, very beat rough or dressed
wnicn joe nas against it. when Mr.
,
h..
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
James Burton of Boston, charged withof every
aegCrlption. We are thus Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
ueius uu ca jjen imuiug man, arnveu
on Mondays and Tuesdays
at Copper Hill a few weeks ago, r enabled to make the very best prices aundry
and deliver on Thursdays and B'ridayg
lor Lumber of ' such
grade.
high
from
.
the
,
departed
premises having nr.e will be '"a""5U
All work is guaranteed; your
to figure on your
passed in his resignation as superin- socks are mended and buttons
contractg
sewed on you shirts, without
ieuuiii, a, juHiuuu iiu imu ueiu lor
extra charge.
six years, but never again. He has
had his. Pending the settlement of
PHONES RED 122. PHONB BHD US.
n

RED CROSS

see

Table Linens
Napkins
Towels
Quilts
India Linens
Lawns

11-

in

STYLISH,

January White Goods Sale

All other laundry soaps

-

inter Grocery Co.

Incorporated 1903

1

WANT IN

I

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

&

girl-wife-

COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW1 MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

I

THOWAS P. DELGAD0,

Mfifr.

f

UNLESS YOU BUY HIGH GRADE KITCHEN
THINGS, THEY
ACT BADLY AND ARE SOON WORN OUT.
IN WHATEVER YOU BUY IT PAYS TO BUY ONLY THE BEST.
OUR KITCHEN HARDWARE,
AND
HARDWARE
FOR ALL
INDS OF USE, IS THE VERY BEST.
WE DO NOT SELL GOODS FOR LESS THAN THEY COST US.

j

Tifyiu

nV"V"i'irri'l"w"

i"

..

-

HERE'S

THE

WORKER!

WONDER

This engine can be a'.iached to your
pump and working in ten minutes
after you take it off your wagon. No f
belts, arms, pump jack or fixtures to
buy. No special platform to build.

1'
mm

H

11.

H ll

i

1

1

nfn.

'7e''

Pumps from 400 to 1000 gals, per hour.
Can be used for other work when not
pumping. Has special pulley for this
purpose. Let me demonstrate it to you.

FRANK F. GORMLEY.

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

I

FITS ANY PI.' MP
niid Makes It Hump

$13,-00-

8 iifl .

&

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retai

Mir mzm

Sole Agents For
iMERNATIONAL

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

FOOD.

GRAIN HODSE IN SANTA

LEO KERSCH

SS5S45

STOCK

PHONE
BLACK

FE- -

45

-

CLARENDON
GARDEN
B, V. BOYLE Mgr.
CLAREiDON

PODLTRY

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.
YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS every day
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Onlckeus
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. Nochance of Tuberculosis Kerms nor Ptomaine poisoning.
A FEW FAT HENS FOR EATING,

That is the Chief Factor in the perfecting of a
prescription. So far as the law is concerned
every druggist is on an equal footing, but it
takes years of experience for a druggist to
perfect his knowledge.

ZOOICS PHARMACY.

Screened

CO."

We have it.

RATON
YANKEE

;

i
,

'sSm

"hardware

WHOLESALE
AKD RETAIL

s

j

mnnn n aio

If it's Hardware

Weed
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smitbirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

rlEzlTs.rfS
Telephone

e

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

Your New Year Greeting
Should be accompanied with some little remembrance
still nave a fine assortment of attractive, low priced,

"we

novelties suitable for the purpose.

To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, we
have the "Edison," the sweetest sounding phonograph
made
Come in and enjoy some of this music, and look
to ou r attractive display of goods .

Santa

Fe Trail Curio Company

LIVEHY STABLE
Pino Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Ouggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

RIGHT.

i
j

Charles W. Dudrow

Experience-Tha- t

Is What Counts.

Dm fiasur Avhm

CHAS. CLOSSON

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our experience gives us the
right knowledge of prescriptions filling and
aids us in proper selection of the right kind
of drugs.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

'mi 'is

transacted. The Spanish language,
the language of the
the language of the Cortezes,
the De Sotos and the Coronados, has
been for more than three centuries
the home language of the territorv.
Now, however, it has been proposed
by the president and the congress of
'he United States to deprive the territory of this language; that is, they
seem to wish to break into fragments
at a single blow this strong and marvelous link in the chain of events,
which has connected and held tofrf tiler the history of the old and new
world: for this is exactly what, the
Spanish language has done, is doing,
and will continue to do as long as it
Is not eliminated from the public
schools and driven out of the terri-

A GOOD REASON.

'srta Fe
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AuvriNvr 'Avasani

PLEA FOR THE

People Can Teli You Why
It Is 80.

ter, the English; they must have it if
we wish that our youth shall be fully
prepared to meet the duties which

Spanish-American-

S. F. X M

SPANISH TONGUE

121-11-

.

(A friend may care to MM tha lower Coopoa)

the
are awaiting them In
countries duties
which
they will in vain try to pi norm, with- litre of
the
out a thorough kn
Spanish language.
The Spanish angr..,ne is the language of our fathers, it is our owu
jj
language, and must be now and hereafter the language of our ebiUlrc-- and
our children's children, it is ihe
fj
handed down to us by the discoverers of this New WorM. We are M
American citizens, it is true, and our 3
conduct places our mjalty and pa-- ' I
triotism above reproach. We v,ant to
karn the language of o :r country, and
we are doing so; but. we do riot need,
ion that account, to
either our
tory.
or our race or o k.nguuge or
In the act enabling New Mexico to origin
our traditions or our history or our
become a state, passed by congress,
because we are nut ashamed
it was provided that none except those ancestry,
of them; and we will not do it,
a
who speak, read and write the
cause we are proud of hem.
language with sufficient, correctTho Spanish, next, in the. English,
ness sail be eligible to the legislais the language most. v.i,l.-sprt id
ture of the new state, or to anv of
the wand, and though
throughout
the state public ofiices. It is claimed now the sun sets on the dominions of
by some of those who passed this act the actual successor of Chark s V.,
that the
will be- it does not set, nor will it ever, on
come a better citizen by depriving the dominion of the
lanSpanish
him of the use of his vernacular. Jn guage.
f
It is spoken in the
!
resorting to such a course, it would Philippines, and far along, from frozseem that the contrary effect might en mountain peaks to blooming valbe produced in him by the unwarrant- leys, it leaps with
ed interference of congress with his echo from Mexico and Central Amerinatural rights, and instead of becom- ca down to the Straits of Magellan. All
ing a better, he might he made a the islands cradled in the bosom of
s
worse citizen. Yet the
the Atlantic rejoice in its grandeur
of New Mexico have never been and its majesty. Lastly, iL is spokbad citizens.
They have more than en, written and sung in Spain romanonce proved their loyalty to the gov- tic Spain the land of knighthood and
ernment and their love for the "Stars the mother of heroes, tho power that
and Stripes," as their conduct in the saved Europe from the fate of the!
Civil and the
wars, Roman Empire, the hand that first unand in many of the Indian wars, abun- raveled the mystery of the sea, to
give a New World to civilization, and
dantly testifies.
to hoist the ensigns of Christianity
It is impossible to understand why, on
the Teocalis of th: Incas and the
in view of such a record, the people
Montezumas.
Spanish-America-

Doan'a Kidney Pills cure the cause
why the cures
This remedy
strengths and tones op the kidneys. Beautiful Language of Castile
helping them to drive out of the body
Should Be Taught
the liquid poisons that cause backache, headache and distressing kidney
in Schools
and urinary complaints. Santa Fe peocures.
ple testily to permanent
Jose Ortls y Baca, Alto St, Santa NEW
BIRTHRIGHT
WEXICQ'S
Fe, N. M., says: "In 1907 I procurthem
used
aud
Doan's
Pills
ed
Kidney
lor pains In my back which had Not
Only Sentimental But Utilitroubled me for three years. Doan's
tarian Reasons Demand
Kidney Pillg brought prompt relief
and proved so satisfactory that gave a
Knowledge.
public statement in their favor. Now,
,
after two and a half years have vns-ed(By Miss Aurora Lucero.)
I gladly confirm every word o2 that
The
territory of New Mexico has
have
I
that
can
add
testlmonal. I
since used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving undergone many changes, politically
ihem a more thorough trial and 'aave and socially, it has solved many probreceived great relief. I konw that
lems; and now, upon the evo of statethis remedy is a sure cure 4or backa new problem is being discusshood,
ache and kidney complaint,"
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 ed in every hamlet, village and city:
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milburcon"Shall the Spanish language
New York, scls agents for the United tinue to be taught in our
public
States.
schools?"
Remember tiss name Doan's and
It seems beyond all doubt that New
nke do other.
Mexico is soon to take her place as
one of the states, in the grand sisterhood of commonwealths
of
thl3
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Not Coal.)
(06872
mighty union. That boon which for
fifi Inns' vpnra Rhp Tina flnnirhr
n vnin
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. seems now within her reach, and to
January 7, 1911.
ajj appearances she has but to extend
Notice is hereby given that Adelai- - her hand ln order t0 gain u. yet jn
do Martinez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, her enthusiasm and eagerness to obon July 10, 1905, made homestead tain it, she must not
forget that she
aha ninnn ior TTT 1 O XTTT7
entry jno. wai-ws- ,
hag problemg to meet and solve such
s
xvruoeuuuu &t
W
0W
as no other state ever had.
ship 14 N., Range 11 E.( N. M. P.
In order to understand this problem
tJ
OT1
I
nTI
f
file nofifl ff
,
Mellu,iB u
o make final five year proof to r,
; acMevement ThePre , t0
tablish claim to the land above de-- .
south of
st
of New Mexico should be so uncere,th's noh and
Bcribed, before the register or receiv-- the;
a
Such is the language against which
r, U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
moniously deprived of a right which
from
all
descended
the
000,000
people,
on the 23d day of February, 1911.
flows from the very essence of their it is proposed to close the doors of
To
the
Spanish
Conquistadores.
Claimant names a switnesses:
for the right of language the public schools of this territory. A
are found the homes of at least manhood,
such a record, such a
Octabiano
in man is a
Rodriguez, Jose Ynez north,
right, and as language with
Manzanares, Hilario Garcia, Juan B. 90,000,000 of another people, nearly such it is guaranteed and secured to history, such traditions and backed,
all of Anglo-Saxoblood, speaking an him
as is the Spanish by the moral in
Martinez, all of Santa Fe, N.. M.
by the federal constitution when
entirely different language. New Mex-- ; it declares
MANUEL B. OTERO,
the natural rights of fluence of so many civilized countries.
that
Register. ico is the meeting ground of these all men are inalienable. To single out deserves a place not only in the pub
representatives of the Romanic and New Mexico, then, for such unprece- lic schools of New Mexico, where it
Germanic races, and no one can fail
An
Appredented treatment, at the very mo- belongs by inheritance and the right
Foley's Kianey Remedy
to see, even now, that their amalga-- '
which three centuries of permanency
elation.
is welcomed into sistime. ment that she
mation is but a question of
therein give it, but in the best colleges
T,. Mc.ronne.il. Catherine St.. Elmiina
is
not
terhood,
only
gratuitious
of the United States in the proudest
ra. N. Y.. writes: "I wish to express What the final outcome of such a sult to the intelligence of her
people, seats of learning in the world.
no
one
can
course
of
will
union
be,
of
the
good
great
my appreciation
but it is also a proceeding as untenaI derived from Foley's Kidney Reme- predict with absolute certainty, but if ble in principle as it seems to be outTherefore, in the name of all that
itself
true
be
that
of
it
is
history repeats
noble, grand and beautiful in the
dy, which I used for a bad case
rageous in its intent.
literature of the world; in the name
kidney trouble. Five bottles did the under analagous conditions, then we
Man
nature
fond
of
is
distincby
of the broadening of the fields of our
work most effectively and proved to may venture the prediction that a new
me beyond doubt it is the most re- race will spring from such a union tion in anything that is praiseworthy. business interests, and in the expanliable kidney medicine I have ever that will far surpass either of its fac- Everyone loves the praise of others, sion of trade relations with our imtors in all those traits and character- and to obtain it tries to become as mediate neighbors; in the name of the
taken." Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
istics that make man better fitted accomplished as he can. We are ac- Anglo-Saxoyouth of this territory
The past customed to recognize the superiori- who are everywhere endeavoring,
for high responsibilities.
history of these two races is a record ty of the person who has a command with an earnestness fully worthy of
of one or more foreign
languages. the excellent cause, to learn the Spanof glorious deeds and notable achievements. Both have in their natures Consequently, as an accomplishment ish; in the name of the rights which
elements of greatness, and the union in the individual, the study of lan- the people of New Mexico have as
in its citizens of this great republic; in the
of. the calm, business like spirit of the guages should be encouraged
with the sanguine, chiv citizens. "Why, then should this most name of its duty to them, as contractbasket leaves Monday Tuesday alrous enthusiasm of the Castilian enlightened nation prevent the study ed most solemnly before the world at
Returns Thursday and Friday. Wm be sucll a blending of all that is of the Spanish language in the Guadalupe Hidalgo; in the name of
honesty and justice, let us by all
A fiTCNT! V
K. Rarhar Shon best in human nature that we fail to schools of New Mexico, where that
see how anything better for the weal language is even now the language ot means see t0 it that the Spanish lanthe majority of the people, and espe- guage is not driven from the public
Mrs.FO. BROWN Agent
of humanity could possibly happen.
cially since it is as cultured and re schools of New Mexico.
A
at
itself
the
difficulty
presents
23
No.
Red
Phone
fined as any of the modern languages
'
no
matter
how
eager
very beginning,
A RELIABLE COUGH MEDICINE.
one may be that a new race should and far surpases them in dignity,
Is a valuable family friend. Foley's
people these plains and hills, his beauty and majesty?
A few Spanish words are sufficient Honey and Tar fulfills this condition
Open Day and Night
if
essential
the
blasted
will
be
hopes
means are ignored, means efficacious to set in motion all the finer and exactly. Mrs. Charles Kline, N. 8th
states:
"Several
La Salle Restaurant
to the desired end. One of these is nobler sentiments of our nature. Take St., Easton, Pa.,
of my family have been curthe cultivation of a thorough acquain- for instance, the entrancing and pa- members
ed of bad coughs and colds by he
CHAS. GANN, Prop
tance, one with the other the Anglo- triotic image pictured by Espronceda use of
Foley's Honey and Tar and I
to
in
the
Spanish
appealing
Saxon with Castilian the
Two boors below F. Andrews Store
Anglo- when,
to
from am never without a bottle in the
rescue
their
people
country
American
the
with
REGULAR MEALS 25c,
house. It soothes and relieves the ir
the
How can this be done unless each un-- : the regime of
pusilanimous ritation In the throat and loosens
up
IV.
was
Charles
domwho
ALL
AT
HO'JRS
absolutely
derstands the other's language?
.SHORT ORDERS
the cold. I have always found it a reIn New Mexico, English and Span inated by France:
liable cough cure." Sold at Capital
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
ish are the leading languages of the "Del cetro de usu Reyes los pedazos
Pharmacy.
Del
suelo
is
The
ensangrentados recogia,
English language
territory.
French Noodle order 20c. dish.
Y
sus
nuevo
en
trono
robustos brazos
the language in which the great hulk
New York Chop Suey 50c. dish.
FARMERS SOLVE HIGH
of the business of the territory is Levantado, a su Principe ofrecia."
COST OF LIVING PROBLEMS.
This passage from Espronceda is
a
isolated
but
instance of the
single,
Increase Area Under Cultivation and
richness of Spanish poetry.
Pathos,
Raise Hogs for the General
indomitable
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
patriotcourage,
tragedy,
Market.
acto
and
the
ism,
passionate appeal
San Antonio; Texas, Jan. 31. That
Roswell, New Mexico.
tion all are eloquently and sublime- the Texas
farmers, gardeners and
"The West Point of the Southwest"
ly compressed into four short lines.
fruit growers are solving the high
Ranked by United States War DepartThere is a host of Spanish writers cost of living problem
is emphaInstitution."
ment as "Distineuished
who have beautified
and ennobled sized in all parts of tha southwest
Spanish literature to at least as high section of the state where large areas
Array officers detailed by War
a degree as have the Chaucers,
formerly devoted to pasture lands are
Miltons. Byrons and Websters, being
Academic
course,
preparing
prepared for agricultural purThorough
W9 poses. Already from the vicinity of
uplifted the English language.
young men for college or business life.
have our De Vegas, Calderons,
this city, near Laredo and in the lower
Great amount of open air work. HealthBellos and Arbol- - Rio Grande valley, large shipments
Castellars,
in
School
of
iest location
any Military
edas, whose talents make them fully of cabbage and other midwinter vegeLocated in the beautiful
the Union.
the compeers of the best Saxon bards tables have gone out to northern and
Pecos Valley, tb.2 garden spot of the 6
and prose writers and whose pens eastern markets, demonstrating beWest-a- t
an e!e?ation of 3700 feet above
have made Spanish literature the de- yond a doubt that Texas is fast besea level, sunshine every day, but little
light of scholars in every age and coming the great winter garden of
rain or snow during session.
clime; while towering above them all the United States. A stream of setstands that colossal genius, the auth- tlers from all parts of the country
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all
or of "Don Quixote," whose superb have poured into the southern part of
graduates from standard eastern colleges.
merit is universally acknowledged Texas for the past two years and the
Ten buildings, thoroughly
furnished,
and whose fame is rivalled but not growth of the population has been unheated, lighted and modern in all ressurpassed by that of the great bard precedented. These people have depects.
voted their energies to agricultural
of Avon.
REGENTS-- E
A. CAH00N President,
Yet this grand array of illustrious pursuits in such a way as to make
"
W, G. HAMILTON,
scholars, not to mention a vast num this part of the nation one locality
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer;
of others not less brilliant, wili which must be reckoned with in the
ber
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
be lost to the youth of New Mexico matter of fruit and vegetable producand W. A. FINLAY.
Along with the land developwhen the Spanish language ceases to tion.
ment
has
For particulars and illustrated catalgrown the poultry interest
be
schools.
iLt
1
taught in her
ST
Then consider the great commer- and the production in this particular
ogue address. CoL JAS. W. WILSON,
cial importance of this language. Be- has been so great that there has
Superintendent.
sides being spoken in Spain and the been an actual drop in the price of
both
and eggs at that season
Philippines, it is spoken In all coun- of thepoultry when these food
products
year
tries south of the United States. are
most in demand. In addition to
These countries offer an unlimited
the farmer from the north who
field for the investment of American these,
has
located
here is rapidly demonenergy and enterprise. The advice of
Texas is a hog producing
that
strating
Horace Greeley to the young men of
A few years ago hogs were
our country: "Go West," was heeded country.seen
upon farms. Today, aland the West became a blooming gar- rarely
most every farmer is producing more
but the pork than he can consume, and the
den and a mighty empire;
West is now filling up rapidly and growth of this particular industry is
those young men must soon turn keeping pace with other developments
n
south to these
and as a result of all this a lower cost
countries. If then we would culti- of food products is sure to come.
vate their friendship and good will,
get them to do business with us, admit us into their society, we should
IB iuiereLea &ua tnoaia kddw
be able to greet them with a "Como
about tne wonderful
esta usted?" as well as that they
S&'MWft
new Vuiflnnl hvrlnsr.
The
30 H. P.
a
to
ua
with
should be able
greet
$1,500
Beat M oat conven
ient. It cleanses
do?"
do
"How
you
We repair and care for all makes
instantly.
Our public schools must have the Aflk vrmr drneortAtfOT it.
GA.SOLINEJ AND SUPPLIES.
Spanish language for the same rea- If he cannot, huddiy tbeno -iif
Bin.
son that other modern languages are MARVEL swept,
Bealeit. It g- lbook
Illustrated,
SANTA FE GARAGE
and riltWUOni In
nll
Palace Ave.
.r4nnlora
taught in them; they must have it as i.l.Y.TA
.X I. Ala
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the inseparable companion of her sis- Street, KKW VOJ.K.
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the first time you get a complete set of all Mark Twain's writings at
the price they have ever been sold before. This is a
just exactly one-ha- lf
new edition, just as complete as the old one, which still sells, by the way, at
$50.00. This new edition is only $25.00 for the 25 volumes.
for

It had been Mark Twain's ambition to have his books in every
American home, and he made a great personal sacrifice to bring about
this remarkable opportunity for the first time in tiie history of publishbooks
ing copyrighted books are sold at the price of
the chance will not come again.
non-copyright- ed

But for Mark Twain's action this would have been impossible.
Never before
has a copyrighted library set of a standard author's works been issued at such a
low figure.

His Complete Works
25 Beautiful Volumes
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For Best Laundry Wort
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1. THE INNOCENTS ABROAD (Vol. I.)
2. THE INNOCENTS ABROAD (Vol. II.)
3. A TRAMP ABROAD (Vol. I.)
4. A TRAMP ABROAD (Vol. II.)

14.
15.
16.
17.

FOLLOWING THE EQUATOR (Vol. I.)
6. FOLLOWING THE EQUATOR (Vol. II.)
7. ROUGHING IT (Vol. I.)
8. ROUGHING IT (Vol. II.)
9. LIFE ON THE MISSISSIPPI
10. THE GILDED AGE (Vol. I.)
11. THE GILDED AGE (Vol. II.)
12. THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER
13. HUCKLEBERRY FINN
5.

18.
18.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

PUDD'NHEAD WILSON
THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER
A CONNECTICUT YANKEE. ETC.
JOAN OF ARC (Vol. I.)
JOAN OF ARC (Vol. II.)
SKETCHES NEW AND OLD
TOM SAWYER ABROAD, ETC.
AMERICAN CLAIMANT, ETC.
LITERARY ESSAYS
MY DEBUT AS A LITERARY PERSON
THE $30,000 BEQUEST, ETC.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
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RIDE IN THE MOON

TTHIS complete set of all the great humorist's works breathes his spirit the
spirit of eternal youth they are new books; to own them is always to have
new books, a fountain of youth. They never age, because humor, kindliness,
and truth never grow old. Mark Twain himself wrote a preface to this edition.
Brander Matthews has written the biographical criticism of Mark Twain and his
work. There are portraits of the author from photographs and paintings taken
at periods when the different books were in process of writing. This edition
includes his later collected writings, such as " Eve's Diary," etc., etc.

Brander Matthews savs: "Mark Twain will be included in that group of writers headed
With the exception of Count Tolstoi, Twain was the greatest of
by Moliere and Cervantes.
be handed down to posterity through the trio of his works
will
recent modern writers and
'
'Huckleberry Finn,' 'Tom Sawyer,' and Pudd'nhead Wilson.' Twain
than Stevenson or Thoreau, and his 'Man that Corrupted Hadleyburg'

finest works in English literature."

HERE are beautiful pictures by such artists as Brown, Frost,
Newell, Beard, Dielman, Smedley, Thulstrup, Clinedinst,
Mora, Weldon, Kemble, Gilbert, Du Mond, Merrill, Opper.
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HARPER &

DonTutno
Franklin Square
New York City
Please send me for

cAdimiiaiiuu,

laniaxe

ee, a set of mark
binding is in rich red rep silk book cloth with
TWAIN'S WORKS,
title labels stamped in gold. The books are
Author t National Edition,
twenty five volumes, cloth
printed on white antique wove paper, especially
made for this edition. Each volume is of generous
retain tn
t for five dav and t
the expiration of that time, if I do
size and bulk, 5x7 inches.
I will return
not care for the
--

THE

--

books,
them at your expense. If I keep the
books, I will remit $2.00 a month until
the full price, $25.00, has been paid, or,
within thirty days, $23.75 as payment In full.

"

HARPER & BROTHERS
Franklin Square, New York City

Signature
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is a greater stylist
is one of the

S. F. N. M.,

SB
NW
and NE
SE
of Section
NW
SW
SE
32, Township 17 N., Range 12 E.( N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make final five year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
January 17, 1911.
described, before Register and ReAct, June 11, 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that 'William ceiver, TJ. S. land office at Santa Fe,
Dalton, Pecos, N. M., who, on Novem- N. M., on the 15th day of March, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
ber 25, 1910, made homestead entry
SE
J. R. Dalton, Ben Dalton, Henry Ri
NW
No. 01569, for N

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal.)
(014569
Pecos National Forest.
Department of tha Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
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vera, and Crlstino Rivera, all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
For LaGrlppe Coughs and Stuffy Colds
Take Foley's Honey and Tar. It
gives quick relief and expels the cold
from your system.
It contains no
opiates, is safe and sure. Sold at
Capital Pharmacy.

E, N.
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SEWERS FOR SANTA FE.
The city of Las Vegas Is in earnest about constructing a modern, sanitary sewer system for the entire muSanta Fe has discussed
nicipality.
this matter too, but is
about it, because of doubt as to finan-
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Montezuma Lodge No
FOR RENT Four room, modern
1, A. F. & A. M. Re
Ma
Postofflce.
as
Class
Entered
Second
tter at the Santa Fa
house. Apply R. H. Hanna.
mar communication
the
However,
cing the proposition.
first Mondy of ecJ
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
.$3.50 New Mexican has it from
Daily, six months by mall
good auth-- ,
FOR RENT Furnished front room
Alasonic hal
month
.25
week
carrier
Dally per
by
. 2.00
year
in
Weekly,
per
modern house. Apply New Mexican.
is
one
ta.
7.30
at
least
firm
p.
that
at
ready
75
ority
Dally, per month, by carrier
. 1.00
H. H. LORMAN,
65 Weekly, six months
to take $30,000 of sewer bonds if the
Dally, per month, by mail
.50
.
Acting Master
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
FOR SALE Good Jersey cow and
Daily, per year, by mail
city decides to issue such. With a ALAN
R. McCORD, Secretary.
cash register. Apply Coronado hotel.
an
such
issue
proper assessment,
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
would not exceed the legal limit, but
FOR SALE Safe, good as new.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1.
The New Mei'lcan is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to even without such assessment, this 0-j$con- Also cash register. Inquire at CapiA. M.
R.
Regular
jvery poatofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation firm seems to be willing to buy the
iff
.5 vocation second Monday of tal Bar.
issue, for it is is secured, it seems,
among the intelligent and progressive people of th Southwest
each month at Masonic
Side line, new adverSALESMEN
by the sewer that will be constructed,
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
which in itself would be worth that
JOHN H. WALKER, H. P. tising novelties. Good commission.
sum, and could be operated on a
AKTHTJF SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Hawkeye Novelty Co., Lyons, Iowa.
basis. However, this
FOR SALE A nearly new Smith
is the way that Las Vegas will go
Santa Fe Commandeiy No Premier No. 2
NEW MEXICO APPEALS FOR JUS-- will follow a compact on the subject about it, according to the Optic:
Typewriter. Also two
conclavi
1, K. T. Regular
between the two states, but it is con- ' After
con
TICE.
Standard
incubators,
many months of waiting,
'MMt-- fourth Monday in each dition. Apply Box 446in perfect
that Congress positive stepg
Santa. Fe,
taken
have been
The Santa Fe New Mexican hopes stitutionally necessary
month at Mfwnlc Hall at N. M.
sanction such a transaction.
toward the formulation of a plan to
7:30 p. m.
that, by the patriotic efforts of the
If any serious delay is apparent in build a sanitary sewer that will be
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
FOR SALE 1 horse, saddle and
press ;nid influential citizens of New securing the concurrence of Congress adequate for the needs of the city,
W.
E.
Recorder.
GRIFFIN,
iron
Mexico, Congress may be prevailed in the Joint Resolution and conse- The special committee met Friday
bridle; 12x18 tent house;
bed springs and mattress.
Apply
on, when it approves the recently rati- quently in giving its approval to thejnight and after considering several
Santa Fe Lodge ot Perfection No. 1 to F. A. Flick, 301
our people have plans, decided to recommend to the
Galisteo St.
fied constitution, to grant to the new constitution which
ratified by an overwhelming vote, our council that the present sewer sys- 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
state a reasonable measure of indemFOR SALE OneNtwo seated Colum
delegate will be forced to rely on one tem in the business district be taken Scottish Rite of Fiee Masonry meett
on the third Monday of each month bus surrey. One double set silver trimnity for the loss to the territory of the pending appropriation bills for
the
over
and
that
extensions
by
city
which
land
of
area
of the enormous
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in med hand made harness. Apply Capi
legislative action on the sub- be added to it under the law of 1901.
Texas has gained by means of the securing
of the Joint Resolution, with The engineer estimates that the cost Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. tal Coal Yard.
stance
of the "103d meridian,"
cor
incidental approval of the constitu- of construction will be about $20 per Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are
location both Con- tion.
which erroneous
dially invited to attend.
TYPEWRITERS.
lot. Under the plan recommended,
S. SPIT , 32.
gress and the Texas legislature adop
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
recost
be
will
In
connection
assessed
this
the
that
against
pecuniary
Venerable Mastei
ted and confirmed in 1891. The value
platents furnished. Ribbons and supto New Mexico lots abutting on the sewer and will HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
of the lost strip is estimated at many lie should be given
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
a
of
be
The
so
lien
council
for
the
loss
them.
the
against
singularly
strip
If it had remainmillions of dollars.
Secrery
and rented. Standard makes handled
over
extend
of
An
the
time
Texas.
by
may
payment
appropriation
ed in New Mexico and had been selec- acquired
All repair work and typewriters guar
of three million dollars for such in-- ! a period of ten years, but it is to be
Exted for the state by the commissioner
anteed. Santa F Typewriter
B. P. O. E.
will not be necessary.
this
would
excessive
not
that
be
less
hoped
demuity
no
authorized by the Enabling Act,
Sants Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E change. Phone 231.
ex- - If the property owners will pay their
of
sum
be
would
half
than
that
nart nf it could have been sold "for
There is urgent full assessment in cash there will be holds lts regular session on the
less than five dollars per acre," and, tremely unfair.
FOR SALE All my furniture at
of more and bet- - no need to issue six per cent sewer on anJ feurtn Wednesday of each
New
in
need
Mexico
be
or
shall
such parts of it as "are
moBtnV:sltin brotliers are Invlted Peerless Hotel. Consisting: Mission
at
in
more
ueuer
consequence,
and,
aim
certificates,
'r
aus,
municipal
A- - Jsusceptible of irrigation under any
FISCHER
Dining Room Set, Beds, Mattresses,
and sanitary facilities. least that much can be saved in the .
u.
projects now or hereafter completed improvements
,xaae& runer Dressers, Chairs, Bed Springs, Rugs,
rjmna
If
cost
of
the
construction.
should
enact
these
city
proviCongress
under
or adopted by the Tnited States
Secretary.
Blankets, Comforts, Sheets, Towels,
council adopts the recommendation
for the reclamation of sions or the like:
etc. Also a fine line of cigars at
legislation
to
and
it
is
of
the
special committee,
for the
"That as compensation
lands, or under any other project for
cost by the box. This is an opportun
F.
FARMER.
W.
that such will be the case,
the reclamation of lands," could not tract of land, estimated as six hundred be hoped
ity to smokers to purchase high grade
be
will
whose
citizen
No.
2879.
Homestead
every
property
have been sold "at less than twenty-fiv- thousand acres, withdrawn from the
cigars at wholesale prices by the box.
new sewer system
Brotherhood of American Yeoman
jurisdiction of New Mexico by opera- - benefited by the
dollars per acre."
horse and buggy. Call at office
cause
should help along the good
by Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays, Family
Such are the terms of the Enabling
Hotel.
Peerless
pledging himself to pay his assessDelgado's Hall.
Act, respecting the conditions of sale Congress, March 3, 1S91, subsequent- ment in a
sum.
lump
H. Foreman C. G. Richie.
attending all selected lands "east of ly accepted by Texas, of the lines of
"The city is greatly in need of ade- - jCor gec Mrfl Da)By Farmer
the line between ranges IS and 19 Kiirvpv pstahlisbpfl hv the 'United
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
sewer facilities and they would
east of the New Mexico principal States Commissioner John H. Clark late
of the Interior,
Department
for
but
been
have
ago
supplied
long
are as the boundary between Texas and
Land Office.
meridian, and these conditions
States
United
conof
the
that
expense
the fact
armro-N. M., Jan. 13, 1911.
Santa
expressly and irrevocably accepted by Npw Mexico there is hereby
Fe,
PROFESSIONAL
struction is an item that required the
our constitution.
Moreover, the strip priated and granted to the State of
Notice is hereby given that the
most careful investigation and consid
wing-named
is now absolutely owned by Texas and New Mexico the sum of three millions
claimant has filed nocan
So
we
ths
as
far
eration.
judge,
some of her inhabitants, and, of of dollars, to be devoted and applied
of his intention to make final
tice
work
committee has done its
course, is no longer subject to any by due legislation of the said state. special
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
proof in support of his claim under
11
T.nf nntiof.
.14sections 1G and 17 of the act of March
land laws of the United States, al- as a trust fund to be used exclusively: we" "u
to
councl1
for
the
Plan
foll7-existin3, 1891 (2G Stats., 854), as amended
though it is part of what our govern- for the internal improvement of the
no
be
will
it there
necessity Chas. F. Easley,
Chas. R. Easley. by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
ment purchased from Texas at a cost
incorporated cities and towns t'nder
for a bond lssue and- moreover, the
Santa Fe.
Estancla.
of the said state and their suburbs
of $1 0,000, OOn in
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
can be constructed in certain
EASLEY & EASLEY,
be made Before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
New Mexico, when "a ward of tha and for proper sanitary measures and system
as
of
the
selected
the
districts
city
Attorneys-at-LaS. Ct. Commissioner at Cuba, N. M.,
government," was despoiled by her facilities therein, as well as for the
Vropevty owners feel able to stand
on March 10, 1911, viz.: Frank E.
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J G. DIGNE0,

FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE
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....
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Proprietor.

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath and phone.

x

th,

Up

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

e

i

WASHINGTON AVENUE

WHEN IN TOWN GIVE US A CALL.
It is centrally located on tli
FREE SAMPLE ROOM.
plaza Steam heated with hot
and cold water and a bath can
be had when wanted.
SPACIOUS LOBBY FOR
THE ENTERTAIMENT OF
GUESTS.
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RESTAURANTS
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IN THE CITY

GOOD

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
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Capital Hotel
TELEPHONE

1-- 2
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Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West ot Capitoi
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EUROPEAN PLAN

ATTRACTIVE DINING
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elis Fargo
Compao
Express
Express Forwarders
-- TO

All Parts ..of fbe .World.
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farge
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. fex
and all Foreigr Countries.
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by the serious illness of his wife. Mr.
Hoekaday expects in be back here,
PERSONAL MENTION.
for the meeting Friday
however,
night.
"Hon. George Yi". Baker and wife
Miss Hamez, a tourist from New
are now in Brownsvillp, Texas, and
York, is at the Montezuma hotel.
are enjoying themselves to a high deWallace E. Fiske is ill with tonsi-liti- s
They will be in Clayton next
at his home on Cathedral street. gree.
week to see if the editor of the CitiB. F. Adams an attorney of Albuzen is behaving himself." The Clayquerque, is here on insurance matters. ton Citizen.
O. J. Brinson,
a sightseer from
Joseph Digneo, who for the past few
Standish, Mich., is at the Montezuma.
has been conducting the
months,
Aiireuo
luLounty commissioner
cero is in town from Santa Cruz to- Claire hotel and in a very satisfactory
manner to the traveling public, will
day.
tour of the
M. V. Dunning, of Stanley, of south- start tomorrow on a
. northern part of the territory to asern Santa Fe county, is at the
sist In irrigation census work.
is in receipt
Mrs. Maurice Thompson is a visitor
Attorney B. M.
from Espanola, registered at the Pal- of very sad news from his daughter,
ace.
Mrs. J. P. Delgado, who is with her
Francis C. Wilson, attorney for the husband, living some fifteen miles
Pueblo Indians, went to Albuquerque from Raton. Mrs. Delgado is ill In
last night.
bed, and two of her young daughters
J. E. Sullivan, a well known hard-- ' are very ill, one of them. Carmen,
salesman, is at the Falace. He tically. A message, received this after-i- s
noon brought the pad tidings that
from Denver.
J. A. Eaton, the well known meat Carmen had died of scarlet fevr.
salesman from the Meadow City is: Judge C. B. Thomas, president of
the Federal Trust Company of St.
calling on the trade.
Robert A. Hurt of Capitan, and who Louis, and president of the St Louis
is assessor of Lincoln county. Is at and Illinois and a director in a num-thMontezuma hotel.
ber of banks, is in the city today. He
Mr. and Mrs. Gherson Gusdorf of has come here on business of the
Taos, are at the Palace. Mr. Gusdorf American Bankers Assurance Corn-ia well known merchant.
jpany of which he is vice president.
Madame
one of the
Tetrazzini,
Epimenio Mestas of Santa Cruz,
northern Santa Fe county, is In town world's famous
Fingers,
passed
to help draw a jury list for 1911.
through Lamy yesterday en route to
'Denver
Col. Willard S. Hopwell,
and Kansas City from Los
returned
to Albuquerque from a trip geles. The singer was traveling in
to his properties in Sierra county.
her private car "Romeo," with a parHon. Charles A. Spiess, president ty of ten. Madame Tetrazzini has
of the constitutional convention, was been in California some
months
registered at the Palace hotel last where she is almost an idol with the
Californians.
evening.
Hon. Manuel Sanchez, of Trampas,
"Mrs. A. M. Bergere and daughter
of Santa Fe, were here yesterday, now Diamante postoffico, is in town
guests at the Alvarado." Albuquer- from Taos county. He has served a
term in the legislature.
que Journal.
K. M. Chapman of the School of
John Joerns, clerk of the court for
the Fourth judicial district, who American Archaeology has received a
spent yesterday in Santa Fe,. returned letter from Jesse Nusbaum with Dr.
to Las Vegas today.
Edgar L. Hewett and Sylvanus Gris- Miss Rhoda E. Taylor, representing wold Morley who are in Guatemala,
Rosenwald Brothers of Albuquerque, Central .America,
exploring
Mayan
is at the Palace hotel where she will ruins. Mr. Nusbaum says trio arrived
remain throughout the week.
safely only to find that the tropical
Captain George Curry left Albu-- j rains are still holding sway and the
querque yesterday for Fort Sumner mud is up to one's chin. The scien-afte- r
spending several days in Albu- - tists will build a house on stilts and
it will have a tin roof through which
querque and Santa Fe on business.
B. S. Phillips of the Ramon Vigil the rain will scarcely be able to peneLand and Lumber Company, has re- trate.
George V. Newton, special agent of
turned from Kansas City. He was registered yesterday at the Montezuma. the Bureau of Census, is In Santa Fe.
He is, engaged in securing an accu- A. W. Green, president of the Na-rate irrigation census nf New Mexico,
tional
Biscuit
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Company,
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way
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Sleep Is "N Jtttfe's Sweet Restorer"
And

as one Third of Life is Spent in Sleep, WHY
See our

BED?

NOT HAVE A COMFORTABLE

Cotton Felt Mattresses That Assure that comfort.
We have also some exquisite new Parlor Suits,
some polished mahogony and quarter oak tables for
the library and many other things. A wonderful clock in Mission Style, and a Superb Daverport
at a BARGAIN. See them anyway.
AKERS-WAGNE-

Furniture
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Insurance Agency.
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WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis Woo! unchanged; territory and western mediums
21f?23:
fine mediums 17W1D: fine 1213.
LIVESTOCK.
Chicago Cattle
Receipts .".K0.
Market steady. Beeves $ l.tKK 7.05!
Texas steers, $i.l5fi 5.33;
western
steers $l:.50f?5.73; stackers feeders
$3.70 T( 5.80; cows heifers
2.Vi'fiG;
calves $7. 2 oQ 9. 50.
18,000.
Market
Hogs Receipts
slow i.t yesterday average.
Light
$7.70fi'-$7.80(5 S. 10; mixed
heavy
$7.4!iS7.85; rough 7.4r,fi7.C0; good
to choice heavy $7.fin,7i7.S5; pi ?s $7.65

FIRST CLASS

BATH

ROOM

SATISFACTORILY

AVE

DONE.

$1.50(fi C.20.

Kansas City Cattle Receipts
including 400 Southerns. Market
southern steers J.'Wr,;
$5.2rffiG.75;
Native steer
Meady to ten lower.
native1
southern cows $3.2fi 4. 00;
cows heifers ?5.25C.23;
stackers
feedrs $4T,5.90; bulls $45.10; calves'
$4.758.25; western steers $J6.25; j
western cows $3.25(7 5.25.
Market
Hogs Receipts 15,000.
steady to strong. Bulk $7.70(7, 7.75;
heavy $7.05 fa. 7.75; packers butchers
$7.70fi7.SO; light $7.73(7' 7.80.
Market
Sheep Receipts 8,000.
steady to ten lower. Muttons $3. SO 71
4.40; lambs $5.50'7iG; fed wethers and
yearlings $45.40; fed western ewes
13,-00-
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Syndicat- ePremium remedies are not patent m
HACK LINE dicines, every premium remedy guar
anteed as represented or your money
From
back. A. D. S. cough remedy and
BARRANCA TO TAOS cold tablets are unexcelled, get them
Meets Both North South now, they cost no more than the
inferior kind. Sold only by the Ca
x
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot pital Pharmacy.
the north, bound train and arrival at
Taos at 7 p. m.
THE CAPITAL
Ten miles shorter than any other
food
Good
covered hack and
way.
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FARE Ssr S5.00
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a New Mexican Want Ad.
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FECT FITTING AND MOST
IN THE CITY.

UP-TO-DA-

W. N. Townsend & Co.
SAHTA FE, N.

THE PRICE MAKER.

M.

NEW YEAR ALMOST ARRIVED
and we still have line in the City
of Toys and Fancy Goods
FOR NEW YEAR PRESENTS
Everything at bottom prices. Everybody
is invited to call and examine them.

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

ADOLF

CO

.

935 Pages, $7.00
Write for Circular.

F. KAN EN

Santa

Fe, M. N..
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BHEW,
eslteCSt ALE, WILD CHERRY, LESON SODA,
HOOT BEER, KLOrfDIXE FIZZ,
CCU&.
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
Th tttimhmg ma

SANTA FE BOTTLING

in Fresh:

iron Site rod voter.

WORKS.

HE WRY

UtiCK,

Prprfa-t-
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Imported Swiss Cheese

Edam Cheese

'

'

Pineapple Cheese

Tuesday Feb. 3rd.

Camembert Cheese

an all star cast will present.
THE

BEAUTIFUL

McClaren's

DOWN 'EAST PLAY
si

Fresh Potato Chips

The

Druggists

Imperial Cheese

Pimento Cheese

Along
American

dentto Mik Pi"
ETrxy TMngCoafort.Tl.
T

widf anA

esmecJallv

OTHER BRANDS FROM $2.00 TO $3 00
THAT WILL GIVE YOU PERFECT SATISFACTION : :
OUR LADIES SHOES ARE THE NFW-ESSNAPPIEST, BEST WEARING PER-

$3.SO34.10.

e

'

N M

teams.

Co.

"vit. lUt, TH.- j
kid blucher, made for comfort
and lasting qualities,
Just what you have been looking for. A splendid
value at $4.00.
Peters Diamonds Special
dress shoe for old or young
men. Vici Kid Bal Webster
last, treated sold. A shoe that
win make the boys ask where
you got it. Sells for five
dollars anywhere but we only
ask you $4.50.

j

ELKS' THEATRE

O. K. BARBER SHOP

lOOD'YS

bulk $7.707.90.

Market
Sheep Receipts 18,000.
Native $2.50fil.40;
western
steady.
$2.75"7 4.40;
$4.50'7J;5.GO;
yearlings
lambs native $I.D0'C.20;
western

Peters

Roquefort! Cheese

T. W. ROBERT S
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,

The old mars

;

8.15;

MADE FOR. VS BY

cork extension sole, Box
Calf Bal. comfortable and
Ii
lasting. Worths "V" of any
mans money but we sell
them for $4.50.

-

PALACE

'

CO.

The celebrated police shoe,

follow him in June.
Supreme Representative B. E. Hock-adaof the independent Order of
Beavers, was caled to El Paso today
Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever save.
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
I'll curl and dress the hair with graoe
your face,
I'll suit tbecontour of
My razor sharp and scissors keen,
clean
iowelsare
neat
and
MyshoDls
And everything I think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the mind.

One price everywhere. $5

MARK HI REPORT

:

PICTURE

Dr. Reeds cushioned soled shoes for men will cure
all you foot trouble Feels like a kid glove ard
jcu will
naver notice that you have on a new pair of shoes.

OLD LADY'S SAGE ADVICE
Mamie
Mrs.
Tenn.
Knoxville,
Towe, of 102 W. Main Street, this
city, says: "If you had seen me, before I began to take Cardul, you
would not think I wa3 the same person. Six doctors failed to do me
good, and my friends thought I would
die. I could hardy get out of bed or
walk a step. At last an old lady advised me to take Cardul, and now I
All ailing
can go most anywhere."
women need Cardtii, as a gentle, reSANTA FE CLUB
freshing tonic especially adapted to
ELECTS OFFICERS. their peculiar ailments. It is a reliable, vegetable remedy, successfully
Ft, J. Palen, President: Carl Bishop,
used for over 50 years. You ought to
Secretary, and Arthur Selig-- ,
try it.
man Treasurer.
The Santa Fe club has elected the
NEW MEXICO CORPORATION
following officers:
president, Rufus
J. Palen; first vice president, Nathan
LAWS, RILES AND FORMS.
Jaffa; second vice president, A. L.
Brookes; secretary Carl Bishop and Published September, 1910. All Laws on
treasurer, Arthur Seligman.
all Classes of Corporations, on Banking
The following committeec were selected: Finance S. G. Cartwright, Irrigation, Mining, Railroads, etc. ComFrancis C. Wilson and Dr. J. A.
plete Rules and Forms for Filing.
Mas-sie-

Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embalmers

Feet Hurt.

If Your

weight champion of Colorado.
was married on January n.
his bride were on their honey,
moon.

Probate Clerk George W. Armijo
will be one of the statehood boomers
who will go to Washington on next
Tuesday to carry the election returns
to President Taft.
Whitelaw Reid, ambassador to England, passed Lamy on his way to California last night on No. 1. Mr. Reid
is traveling in a private car with a
party of relatives and friends.
B. D. Perry of Chicago; W. C. War-fielof Atlanta, and E. F. McGinnis of
Salt Lake City are book men registered at the Palace. They are calling
on the department of education here.
Mrs. Owen of El Paso, who has
House James
Grattan
Mythen,
been visiting her son, Frank Owen of Henry D. Moulton and H. H. Dorman.
this city, was called home this afterSocial James Seligman, Frank Mo
noon by the critical
illness of a Kane and Dr. G. Standley G. Small.
grandchild. She took with her,
Literature A. B. Renehan, Bron-so- C.
Owen, a granddaughter.
51. Cutting and Judge
John R.
E. H. Salazar, receiver for the gov- McFie.
The members of the club now numernment land office in Fort Sumner,
who had been at Las Vegas for several days visiting his family, arrived
here last evening and left tonight for
Fort Sumner, where his family will
d

i MULLIGAN & RISI
ii!

You Cant Be Happy

IN BOUT.

Jan. 31. Stanley Lake,
the wrestler who died at Amarillo.
Texas, last night from the result of
injuries in a wrestling bout with Joe
Mayes, on Saturday, is believed to be
Joe McCray of I.ongmotit. the heavy

-

Fire Insurance.

For rates and information call on or address
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,

DIES FROM
INJURIES

Denver,

j

COWS PA NY

WA7BON &

C- -

IMPROVED

AND

IT AND ALFALFA

LARGE
cLSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
'iilCOS VALLEY

TRA

O

'J

WRESTLER

PAGE FIVE

MAJOR R. J. PALEN,
President of the Santa Fe Club.

Kennebec

Kansas Eggs

30c. Doz

Kansas Ranch Eggs

35c. Doz

Oil

50 an dit is expected that two City Eggs
50c. Doz
dozen more from out of town will Join
the club.
Eggs from Conneil's Sanitary
It was decided ata last night's
AH Special
With
Scenery.,
Staged
Poultry Farm, every egg
meeting to lease the home of Dr. David Knapp on Lincoln avenue, begin45c. Doz
tne Comedy Quartette
guaranteed
March 1, for one year and
ning
the Good Singing
change the interior to suit an up-tdate club house. The lower floor will
Butter none better
have a cafe, buffet,
'ie ea,'s1'c Snow Storm
rooms, Primrose
billiard and reading room, lounging
35c. pound.
made
the Funny Duel Scene
room and a kitchen. Bed rooms will
the Thrilling Explosion Scene be rented to members
upstairs. The
club will be fitted up with substantial
ft Co. Clever Character Specialties
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
and comfortable furniture and will
be for the use of ladies as well as
Comedy the gentlemen who are members. A
Bright Music
noonday luncheon may be served and
If you went anything on earth try
Prices 50c, 75c, and $1.00.
refreshments after theater parties.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
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We
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Ipof

BOOK-GASE- S

C

two-car-
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New

Kaune&Co.

4 Hour Electric

Mexican Printing Co,
Agents, Santa Fe, N. M.

ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

rytfffre
A gCXIXS

or ectrc Irons Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs,

Santa Fe Water

AND

mlII an See

wflli them in

Light Company -

IDEAL

es

d

H. S.

COLONIAL

Three different and distiiict types of filoljAvrnicki "Elasmade in dull cr polish finish quartered
tic" Book-Casoak or real mahogany. You can select a pattern adapted to
the character of room you have chosen for a library. We carry the goods in stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
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No married bonus's happiness is
witcout children; she
complete
yeam3 with the deeper longings of
her nature for the joys of motherhood. But women who bear children
should prepare for the coming of
baby by properly caring for their
physical systems. Mother's Friend
Is the expectant mother's greatest help. It is a remedy which prepares the
muscles and tendons for the unusual strain, renders the ligaments supple and
elastic, aids in expanding the skin and flesh fibres, and strengthens all tho
membranes and tissues. It is especially valuable where the breasts are troublo-som- e
from swelling and congestion, and its regular use will lessen the pain
and flnrio-ntiA littlA nn
Women who use Mother's
coincs.
Friend are assured cf passing the
f
'"M
'A
Ct
crisis with safety. It is for sale at
drug stores. Write for free bools
for expectant ir?oti;ur;,.

TV
V

M.

ALBUQUERQUE

Big

TUESDAY, JANUARY 31, 1911.
BOY SCOUTS
WILL GIVE DANCE.

JOINT SERVICE

Affair on Washington's Birthday
Be Social Event of the
Season in Duke City.

That Will

(Albuquerque

BELL TELEPHONE

Tribune-Citizen.- )

The Boy Scouts have aroused much
enthusiasm among the people of the
city and concerted action toward the
financing of the movement has
of Albuquerqueans
A meeting
as called Saturday, which was at- tended by
George Curry,
ttorney E. A. Mann, Mr. and Mrs. D.

AND

WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH

be-gu-

Every Bell Telephone a Telegraph Station

Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
James
Mrs. R. E. Putney,
BBADFILI
CO.,
1911
16
s ."
of the scouts, and
comander
05
Trainor,
VJ
kY
Vital
20
s 35
Atlanta, Ga.
45
4 X
JlV
W
i
Schwabacher.
Thorn p.,n
Hart
25
..
unnniKlifim
31
ii
1 56
It was decided at this meeting to
Clifton MoiiM' N.
9 35
'
30
...
Hnton V M,
41'
Ar
hold a benefit ball at the Armory on
in '.;t
ii ii tin iiimi ii
iim iii ii liiiiiiiwt mil
smuttmmnn
iii
."ii'TfTfy
lu 15
February 22. Mrs. Amado Chavez
M.
4a
Clifton Hous
was elected chairman of committees,
9 32
If you are a subscriber to the Bell
..
Sl'rthton.
3 07
Telephone System and wish to
8 55
... Korbl'.T UllctlOIl
with the power to appoint all except
3 45
send
a
a Night Letter or a Cablegram, use
9 05
Telegram,
committee.
Ko'liU'rv
your Telephone.
and
floor
the
3S5
patroness
Colfax
4 15
Say "Telegram" to the operator and you will be connected with a
The former will be composed of prom- vrrosuso
4 43
7
I.v!
Western Union office from which your
1
inent men of the city and the latter
Ar
5
.('iliiiirroii
message will be sent by telegraph
Ari
Lv
Cimairon
5 10
was elected.
It is composed of Mes-- i
6 27
and charged in your monthly amount.
Nash
PS
5 IS
A.
617
D.
Harlan
H.
J.
Macpherdames
O'Rielly,
The School House a Social Center.
guest. Mr. Ward comes io the SouthAt night, on Sunday orf olidays, when the local
94
Ar
1'ark, N. M...Lvi
telegraph office
Dallas, Tex., Jan. 31. Uelieving west with a message. Jle is one of son and R. E. Putney.
f i" - v ...
Former Governor Curry has ex- may be closed, you will be connecteitwith an open Western Union office
that this nation annually wastes mil- the unique personahties in the nation.
VV.
Ry. train both North'. and'Soutb.',
lions of dolars in the disuse of its Ray Stannard Baker in tiio American pressed himself in sympathy with the
without additional charge.
4tosnetft !U Oolfax with K. P. A S.
would
titai? for Van llouten N. M. meets trains at Preston N.lM.
public school buildings, Col. Frank Magazine said that Ward is the most movement and stated that he
N. M
9:00
N", VI., for rilizalx'tntown.
m,
at
!
except
Ually
tti
i:
i
Park,
St:w l,iv
P. Holland, president Texas Farm and wonderful young man he bad ever attend the ball. Many other promi-m
lii-- puunu ua8ie cm i "".i
move-men
in
the
are
nent
miliars, Kan? 52 ou oa way M.M rouna trip;
interested
a
social
met.
Mr. Ward is a fighter for
arrlvoa from Ithe Ranch Publishing Co., today issues
Dfs Muinos, N, . for the south at It 1 p.
S train lo:r
O.
call for a conference in Dallas, Feb- righteousness. He can tell us many ment and with 70 young men enrolled
You may also send
ortli at 4:33 a. in.
looks like the movement would be
Telegrams and Cablegrams from our Public
ruary 17, to discuss freely the use of things we want to know. He wishes it
success.
Stations.
a
The
Pay
F.
M.
big
VAN
J.
WILLIAMS,
to
I
HOUTEN,
center.
him.
social
learn
teach
G.
a
school
can
what
as
we
arrangement
vary at different classes of stations,
C.
the public
DEDMAN,
The ball will open with a military
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
but as rapidly as possible we shall equip them fith full directions.
This call is addressed to every citi- wish to make it possible for every
Superintendent.
miliThe confer one interested In the wider use of drill under Hart Schwabacher, a
zen of the Southwest.
school buildings to get the message tary school graduate and in this drill
ence will be strictly
the scouts will wear uniforms for tha
and Col. Holland urges every one with of twentieth century social service.
first time. At the meeting Saturday
the welfare of his community at heart He will be one of the principal speak
J. H. O'Rielly, Attorney Mann and
ers at the social center conference.
to attend.
D. A. Macpherson were appointed to
"Other speakers of national promi
Wider Use of the School Plant.
order these uniforms.
"Wider use of the school plant" has nence have been secured. The comRoosevelt to Address Boy Scouts.
announbe
list
will
and
details
become the demand of educators and plete
Theodore Roosevelt is to address
ced
shortly."
social workers all over the nation.
the corps of Boy Scouts when
One of the most important phases of
he visits Albuquerque Marqh 15.
this demand is that the public school INVITATION TO JOIN THE
Curry is authority for this
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee
STATEHOOD BOOSTERS. statement When seen in regard to
be the social center of the community
in
Points
all
New
and
Douglas,
a land of club house for the
the matter, Governor Curry said: "I
Circular Letter Mailed to Leading Citi have no doubt but that the Colonel
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Those who love music should go to and has been used as a text
zens Who Desire to Acompany
will address the members of the Boy
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
The cities of Rochester, N. Y., Coby two
Train.
If
the
matter.
will
Special
and
the
Elks' theater tonight and hear a ministers in their sermons. The play
Scouts
arrange
CENTRAL to Torrance,
lumbus, O., Milwaukee, Wis., Chicago,
he does meet them, as I believe he very delightful program. Miss Hinojos is full of comedy hits. It is comedy
New York City an- - others have open
that a
or woman can laugh at
N.
1911.
will, it will be early in the evening, the
M.,
Jan.
31,
school
Albuquerque,
schools
outside
&
ed their public
El
young sopranist will and not girl
blush at the same time. The
Dear Sir: The people of New Mex- so that the boys can go home early. sing.charming
The centers
hours as social centers.
Miss Genevieve
Morrison
duel scene in the third act
ico have just ratified by an overwhel- I think that train service from El who
have become regular institutions
has won laurels
as an burlesque
to Albuquerque
between.
will be better
Keze Dasher' and Bunlick
Paso
constitution
the
ming
majority
a
met
satisfied
and
will
popular
recite and there Tubbs is said to
they have
he visits this city than any elocutionist,
be one scream from
will be music by Morrison's orchesdemand. At these public school cen- framed by the recent convention in on the day
The
time.
Paso
El
other
newspapers
not
all
only their
tra and by Ramirez's band. Then start to finish, and five other comedy
ters debating clubs, sewing and cook- Santa Fe, indicating
characters keep the audience in a
want the Colonel to remain an hour there will be
moving pictures galore.
ing clubs, civic improvement socie- but unanimous desire for immediate
I think that
that
and
in
happy frame of mind. All special
city,
longer
but
apalso
their
diverA
complete
statehood,
ties, etc., meet regularly. Social
capacity house seems assured, so scenery is carried for
by arranging a little better train therefore come
the production,
The
sions form an important part of the proval of the constitution as
For Rites and full information address
early.
performand it is said to be strictly a scenic
schedule, he can do it.
ance
at
are
the
hour.
usual
Musical
entertainments
begins
evenings.
production from first act to last. Some
The constitution has been ratified,
"Ceorgs Arnot and J. S. Black a
These centers have opened
given.
Along the Kennebec.
a
pleasing
Colonel
singing and character spefriend
cf
and
the
Demonot
not
personal
by
by Republicans,
reading rooms and placed at the ser"Along the Kennebec" a New Eng cialties are introduced during the acA.
of the Rough Riders are act
vice of the people physical training crats; but by the whole people of member
land comedy, with a fine band, comes tion of the piece and "Along the KenNew Mexico. It has been ratified by ing informally as a committee to ar
El Paso Texas.
for both men and women.
nebec" sends its audience home feeltne
and
commercial
matters,
range
a
for
full
anxious
people
citizenship;
oru. ine piece is now in its tnira ing pleased and satisfied with
Results in these cities have surto
be
asked
will
Club
"Along
anxious for that
developsuccessful season and has met with the Kennebec." Seat sale is now on
passed the expectations of those who ment which we all feel will follow
People
popular approval wherever presented, at Fischer's.
originated the movement.
ONE OF BRAVEST ACTS
The statehood in New Mexico, as it has
have responded to the idea.
NAVAL
IN
HISTORY.
wesmoral tone of the neighborhoods' has followed statehood in the other
tern states.
MINISTER HAS FALL OUT
J. Cunningham, City; E. C. Lewis,
Gangs o bad boys have
improved.
New Mexico has waited for more Launching of Torpedo Boat Destroy
WITH CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. Denver; Mrs. C. D.
become ambitious young citizens.
Lorey, Bernalillo,
"
Commemorate
Will
er
than half a century for her rights in
Monaghan
Spokane, Wash., Jan. 31. Because C. O. Burton, Dallas, Texas; B. F.
The social center idea for country the Union. These rights have
now
Spokane Boy.
the annual meeting of the Spokane Adams, Albuquerque; C. B. Thomas,
communities is being tried out in been
recognized and there is no lonReWisconsin and the Southwest.
chamber of commerce was enlivened W. S. Gardner, St.
31
consummacom
To
ger any question that the
Spokane, Wash., Jan.
Louis; Miss Har-nesults already warrant a fighting faith tion of our
desires will soon be memorate one of the bravest acts by three Mgh class specialty acts from
New
W.
J. Wyler and famYork;
In the idea.
reached.
of heroism in the history of the a local theater, one of the preacher ily, Cortez, Colo.; Robert Hurt, Capl-taThe social center idea has set the
New Mexico's fight for statehood American navy the torpedo boat des members of the commercial organizaG. A. Will, St.
R. L. Gareducational world
and put has attracted national attention from troyer Monaghan will be launched at tion, Rev. Conrad Bluhm, pastor of ner, Denver; B. S. Louis;
Buckman;
Phillips,
the
to
church,
Centenary Presbyterian
in motion forces that promise
F. I. Fenny, New York City; R. G.
year to year and from congress to Newport News, Va., February 18. The
create in the people new ideals of congress. The uccess of our fight sponser for the destroyer will be a took offence and expressed his views Cobbett,
Thomas Hofflne,
in his sermon,
January 22. The Clarinda, Tesuque;
democracy.
has drawn and will continue for some- sister of the brave ensign who lost
la.; Mrs. A. B. Munroe,
numof
chamber
commerce
Spokane
Call For Conference.
time to draw a large share of national his life while endeavoring to rescue
bers many ministers of the gospel in Oneida, N. Y.; Anna Brown, Lawton,
Col. Holland's call to the Southwest interest. We have good reasons to a comrade April 1, 1899.
its membership, all of whom have Okla.; Frank Lamy, Espanola; E. F.
follows:
take advantage of that national interEnsign John Robert Monaghan was been strong boosters for commercial McGuinnes, Salt Lake; Mr. and Mrs.
"To every educator and teacher, est, and we have good reason to cele a Spokane boy. He lost his life in an
F. F. Jennings, Wlllard;
progress and this Is the first occasion Travis, City;
minister of the gospel, worker in so brate our victory.
engagement with the Samoans near where a minister has expressed dis- B. Fulinger, Estancia; Mrs. R. R.
cial reform, newspaper man; to every
B. F. Griswell, Albuquerque;
It has been decided, therefore, to Apia, Samoa, April 1, 1S99, in which
of clean vaudeville special Cook,
holder of public office connected with make a pilgrimage to Washington, seven members cf an allied force of approval
ties. Recently members of the cham Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Brevillier, Erie;
the public free school system; to the the party to be composed of New 107 British and American sailors and
ber of commerce started a movement W. H. Marks, Nat Moses, Chicago; W.
H.
organized club women and members M xicans. This train will bear the marines lost their lives, three of the to build a
Virginia; A. B. Weavlarge downtown taberna er, Langhorne,
of mother's clubs, to organized labor; returns of the recent election on the seven
Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
was cle to be used for
Gallup;
His
death
officers.
AT
being
RESERVATIONS
AND
TICKETS
religious purposes.
to all farmers' organizations; to any ratification of the constitution, showEl Paso; Mr. and Mrs. Ben
due to his determination to stand by Rev. Mr. Bluhm said in part in his
CITY OFFICE IN
for
organization or individual having at ing the overwhelming
Lieutenant
majority
his wounded comrade,
sermon Sunday: "One week this hon- M. Jacks, Louisville.
heart a sincere interest in the pro- the instrument. The train will leave Philip V. Landsdale, U. S. N., who orable body railroads the indorsement
Coronado.
gress of the Southwest:
Albuquerque on the morning of Feb- commanded the American detachment of a tabernacle scheme to sidetrack
NEW MEXICAN DLDG.
James Rebblan, Alamosa, Colo.; A.
There is need for the people of all ruary 9th, and run solid to Washing- of 59 men.
When last seen alive he dangerous competition in the city race
classes and occupations to become ton, via either St. Louis or Chicago. was defending his wounded comrade course for commissioner and in al Dockweiller, Cowles; I. Hoffman, G.
E. Hoffman, Monte Vista, Colo.; L.
OR
better acquainted. Farmers, bankers, Only one hundred men are required single-handeagainst a horde of sav- most the next week selects the anMontoya, M. V. Dunning, Stanley.
and business men, wage workers and to complete the number necessary for
of
a
the
to
nual
event
of
boost
official
stench
the
In
the
report
ages.
UNION
employers must realize that their in- the special train. We want you to be fight Captain White of the Philadel- local playhouse."
MRS. POWELL ALMOST DEAD.
terests are in common.
We must a member of the party.
phia said:
Dry Ridge, Ky. "I could hardly
drawr closer the members of communiThis pilgrimage will be an event in
steadfaststood
"Ensign Monaghan
walk across the room," says Mrs.
ties. We must fight prejudice and the the history of New Mexico in which
ly by his wounded superior and friend
Lydia Powell, of Dry Ridge, "before
effects of isolation.
We must seek we believe, it will be worth your
one rifle against many, one brave
I tried Cardui. I was bo poorly, I
to bring about a more neighborly while to participate. Not only will It man
Palace.
against a score of savages. He
of com- demonstrate to congress our appreci knew he was doomed.
Miss Rhoda E. Taylor, Albuquerque; was almost dead. Now, I can walk
He could not
feeling between
four miles and do my work with
munities.
ation of the granting of these rights yield.
He died in the heroic per Mr. and Mrs. Gerson Gusdorf, Taos;
Charles A. Spless, Las Vegas; B. D. much more ease. I praise Cardui for
"Today the Southwest stands In so long deferred; but it will give to formance of his duty."
wonderful cure." Cardui Is sucthe rate of $5.0v per hundred lbs.
need of a greater number of children New Mexico, the new state, just
Carrying the 17. S. mail and
A mounment to his memory, erec Berry, Chicago; J. E. Sullivan, Den- my
between Vaughn, N. M., and
Special automobiles furnished te ac- attending our schools in day time; of on the threshhold of her greatest in- ted by the citizens of his native state, ver; Mrs. Maurice Thompson, Espa- cessful in benefiting sick woman,
it is composed of ingredients,
Rosveil, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number ot passenger more commodious and modern school dustrial development, such an adverstands In a public thor- nola; J. A. Eaton, Las Vegas; W. C.
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with any buildings to house them; and of a tisement as no other western state Washington,
E. F. McGinnis. that act specifically on the womanly
Warfleld,
Atlanta;
October
unveiled
was
It
headache,
land Iiallroads and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with greater number of grown people using has received. We want you to join In oughfare.
relieving
constitution,
Salt Lake.
5, 1906.
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor these institutions
backache, irregularity, misery and
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
outside school this pilgrimage for the good of the
Claire.
of Spokane, father
James
Monaghan
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a-- m., arrive ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by com- hours.
W. J. Bailey, Atchison, Kas.; M. A. distress. Only a good medicine could
Our section neds more high new state. Every arrangement will of the late
Ensign Monaghan, recei
-'
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
And in the ru- be made for your comfort.
municating with Manager ot the Ros- class reading mattre
The train ved the following message from Geo. Ross, Albuquerque; H. J. Ryan, East see such continual increase in popu50
for
the
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at ral districts we especially need the will
Cardui
has,
as
past'
Las
J.
La
York.
New
larity
Velle,
buffet
Vegas;
a
of
consist
baggage car,
Von L. Myer, secretary of the navy,
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours In advance. Rate toi country high school.
Montezuma.
Try Cardui, the woman's
years.
car, observation Pullman and suffi- and his eldest daughter, Miss Eleanor
O. J. Brinson, Standish, Mich.; H. tonic.
Baggage allowance' of 50 ibs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
"It is wasteful public business to cient sleeping cars to accommodate the R. Monaghan, will christen the toreach regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.
keep school buildings shut up at night. party. The total fare for the entire pedo boat destroyer February 18:
Let us get cur money'1 worth out of trip will be $117.50 from Albuquerque
"The torpedo boat destroyer Mona
them.
to Washington.
Arriving at Washing- ghan, named in honor of your son, the
lherefore, I ask that everyone ton you will be free to visit any point late Ensign John R. Monaghan, will
having the good of the Southwest at in the East and return at your plea- be launched at Newport News, Va.,
heart come for a day's conference in sure.
Herewith are some Dargalna offered TIME TABLE
February 18. The navy department
ALL
Dalas, February 17. in the auditorium
We want you to join this party, but would be pleased to have you name a
New
comMexican
by the
Printing
LOCAL TRAINS of the High School, to discuss the if you intend to do so we must know young lady member of your family to
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
problems of both city and country at once, in order that arrangements act as sponser at the launching."
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, shee
"As good a cow. country as God ever made and now even
to formulate practical may be made for your accommodation.
m
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c Missouri
The foUowing are the time tablep neighborhods;
the jack rabbits have leit it.
ways for widening the use of the pub- Make this trip. It will be worth your
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code Df the local railroads:
For either acute of chronic kidney
lic school plant, and making it the while. It will be for the honor and
Pleadings,
St; the two for $10.
disorders, for annoying and painful
advancement of New Mexico. If you urinary irregularities take Foley Kid
people's social center.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
A.
T.
A
8. F. Ry.
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
Prominent Speakers Will Come.
desire to join the party, send your ney Pills. An honest and effective
"On February 17, Edward J. Ward, check today to Hon. Solomon Luna, medicine for kidney and bladder dis
English and Spanish pamphlets, 26c; Leave
8.10 a. m. connect with No. 3 west- adviser on social centers to the Uni- president Bank of Commerce, Albu
full leather 13. Sheriff's Flexible
orders. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
is what sheep herding did to the
Co?er Pocket Docket, single, 11.25; bound, No. 10 eastbound.
THIS
versity of Wisconsin, the man who de- querque, for $117.50. . This includes
around HiddenWaterinArizona
country
two or more books, $1 each. New
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 veloped the Rochester, N. Y. social your Pullman fare.
WET AND DRY ORATORY
and it caused a war between cattle and sheep
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Not. p. m.
centers to the point where their faiae
Yours very truly,
IN LONE STAR STATE.
men that Mr. Coolidge describes in a mansod 10 Inclusive $3.30 each. Compi4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west has become international, will be my
WM. J. MILLS
ner that has'nt been equaled since Owen
lation Corporation Lav7s, 75c Compi- bound.
SOLOMON LUNA
Pro
Texas Will Vote on State-Wid- e
wrote " The Virginian." There are
Wister
Lu
lation Mining
s, 60c Money's
O. N. MARRON
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
hibition on July 22 Question is
thrills in this book, just enough
of
plenty
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full p. m.
GEORGE CURRY
Sectional.
romance and lots of action, but what youll
7:20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and
keep, 6J0; full list school blanks.
H. M. DOUGHERTY
Austin, Texas, Jan. 31. July 22, has like best is the way the author describes it
9 westbound;
No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
been designated as the day on which
F. B. SCHWENTKER
alland the combination is irresistible.
father
been
a
has
sufferer
sick
from
TO AND FROM ROSWCLU
"My
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 headache
voters of Texas will pass upon
the
:
H. O. BURSUM.
e
for
last
the
and
twenty-fivyears
Connection made with Automobile p. m.
If
state wide prohibition So far as the A. C McCLURG & CO., Publishers
relief
never
found
he
until
any
began
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
west and southwest sections of the
LOOK FOR THE BEE HIVE
$1.35 NET
takii'g your Cascarets. Since he nas
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Res-ve- il
O. & R. G. Ry.
On the package when you buy Fo state are concerned, it is generally
begun taking Cascarets he has never had
m.
JO
a.
Rosand
arrives
at
at 8:
Lave 10:15 a. m. tor north.
the headache. They have entirely cured ley's Honey and Tar for coughs and conceded that the verdict will be
him. Cascarets do. what you recommend colds. None
well at 8:80 p. m. Automobile leaves
genuine without the Bee "wet". In east Texas, however, the
them to do. I will give you the privilege
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
Hive.
Remember
the name, Foley's "dry" element is quite strong and it
M.
of
E.
his
name."
Dickson,
using
New Mexico Central Ry.
and arrives at Vaughn t 6 p. m. The
and
Tar
and
Honey
reject any substi- remains to be seen what the final verW.
Resiner
H20
St.,
Indianapolis, Ind,
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
Care between Santa Fe and Torrance
tute.
Sold
at
dict will be. One thing, however, is
Capital Pharmacy.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
is $5.80 and between Torrance and 34 east and 33 south and west,
sure. The air of the Lone Star State
Do Good. Never SlckenJWeaken or Gripe.
Arrive 8 p. m. with connection from
10c, 23c, 50c. Never sold In bulk. The genBoiwell $10. Reserve seats on
on
will be full of oratory both wet and
want
If
you
try
anything
C
C.
C
to
uine
tablet
Guaranteed
stamped
No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west
by wire. J. W. Stockard.
SZS
New Mexican Want Ad.
core or your money back.
dry from now until election.
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WIDER USE OF THE
RANGE IS ADVOCATED.
Will Prevent Extensive and Destructive Fires if Grazing is Close.
Field Examinations.

Washington, January 31. Reports
based on detailed field examinations
made by National Forest officers, of
the lands burned over in the forest
fires of last summer in Washington
and Oregon, which have been received
by the U. S. Department of Agriculture show that the National Forest
timber losses in these states is about
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broken-6pirit(.--

Kansas City in recent years attest
the sucess that he made of his under
taking. It is said of him that no man
has benefited west Texas more than
Mr. Hutson. His favorite maxim was:
a mgu Drea steer doesn't eat as
much as a native and brings twice as
much money on the market."

frank-spoke-

n

HE WOULD

Don't Know me.

man was conspicuously absent from
the Martin house one morning when
the miserly fanner attempted to call
bis chattel from his attic room.
Dan Waller, his belongings on his
back and in a ootton handkerchief,
had responded to the beckoning fingers of the city.
And now he wondered how Way-rill- e
would receive him. He
what Martin, his old taskmaster, would say. Responsive to a sud-ievagary, he went across to the
massive writing desk in the corner of
this luxuriant library, and sprawled
one line across a sheet of the heavy
linen paper bearing his monogram.
"Am coming baok. Meet me at afI want to
ternoon train tomorrow.
talk with you."
The bell brought the valet. "Here.'
eame from the man at the desk, "mall
this, and, by the way, you are not to
go with me to Wayville. You will remain here, subject to my orders."
"As the Honorable Waller wishes,"
came In stilted English from the Japanese. He bowed low and silently
left the room.
won-Jere- d

n

The only afternoon train from the
east came to an impatient stop at
Wayville Just long enough to allow its
passenger for this point to alight.
Waller, dressed in unassuming black,
pushed back the broad hat from his
brow, and stared about him for the
well remembered figure of Martin. A
trim, daintily clad girl tripped toward
him.
"You don't know me," came in a
soft voice.
"You have the advantage of me,"
the broker politely.
acknowledged
Withal, there was something about
the sunny hair, the great blue eyes
that touched some dim chord of mem
ory.
"And yet," laughed the girl, "l
knew you, but, of course, your note
told us that you would come, and, as
you were the only passenger, I can't
claim much credit."
"You are not Ethel?" queried Wal-

ler, In amazement.
"Just so!"
In Waller's pleasureless years with
the Martins, Ethel, the daughter of
his master, was the one member of
the family who, In all his futile revolts, won him clemency from her
wrathful father, and gave him cause
to believe In such a thing as humanity. He had not forgotten.
Waller remembered Ethel Martin
little girl with
as an earnest-eyestiff, tawny braids sticking out on
each side of her head, and In prim
starched dresses on Sunday, and worn
pinafores on week days. He had been
a good ten years older than she. Waller found himself puzzling as to why
a plain whlted uck dress could make
a maid appear so positively beautiful.
"Yes, I am Ethel," the girl was say
tout.. '.'We. jeotlyed. .iom JfittfK JSJ

."'
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YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a day
m
2J
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.

ft

THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO

i

BUY.

l

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise

I

m
fed

1'2
21

1
1

ments in its local papers.

3d

It is a BUSINESS

MAXIM

universally accepted that

ad-

vertising pays. That is, if it is done right.

PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and

you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for
load lots.

m

i

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises b o
'
W
right goods at the right price.
THE
MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sherilf has an eye on his business and his credit must be

j

Edwin Markham, the famous author
of "The Man With the Hoe," Is a bitter opponent of child labor. Discussing the effort that he Is making
toward the reform of child labor laws,
Mr. Markham said recently:
"I would abolish, too, the contemptible unjust system of fines. What
right has an employer to fine a hand
an hour's pay for five minutes' lateness? What right has he, because the
hand has damaged some goods two
cents' worth, to fine him-- dime?"
Mr. Markham, after a moment's
pause, smiled.
"I wish to goodness," he said, "that
every victim of the despicable fine
system had the same story to tell as
an actor I heard of yesterday.
"This actor worked under a mana- ger who was a great finer. For a bad
makeup, for lateness, for nolso in the
wings, for a hundred things the players were bilked from a quarter to two
dollars. The worst of all the fines
were one of ten cents for failure to
return 'properties;' for this was a
duty that every one continually for- got.
"In a financial drama one night the
Bupply of stage money ran out and
the manager loaned an actor eight or
nine dollars In real bills to use In the
next scene.
"The manager said sternly to the
actor the following Saturday:
" 'By the way, Booth, you haven't
returned that nine dollars I gave you
in act three Monday night.'
" 'Never mind,' said the actor. 'Just
fine me a dime.' "

car-

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

m

SQUARE

Actor Who Was Loaned Money to Use
In Play, Was Quite Willing
to Be Fined.

You

li"

if

woman, had
girl, a
long since ceased to take Interest tn
any happening, no matter how irregular. Fred, who hal been an Infant
In arms at the time he. Waller, had
gone away, would bard'.y enthuse over
the coming of his father's runaway
boy.
"I will be pleased to accept your
kind Invitation," can.e from Waller.
The New Yorker had Intended to stay
at the old tavern. In accepting Ethel
Martin's hospitality, his ready lips had
taken the wish from h'.s heart, and his
methodical brain dumbly analyzed the
reason as he plodded along.
"How does it hajipen, Ethel," he
asked, "that you are so er different
from these other women of your
town?" He waved discreet flneers to
ward a slovenly pair In a nearby yard.
Ethel laughed. "Dad sent me away
to school," she said.
Waller was received by the widow
of Martin with a listless shake of the
hand, and colorless words of welcome,
rne woman was Beyond feeling or
emotion. She, too, had been a slave
to the stern man now In his grave.
Waller, explaining that he would be
in Mayville for some time, made arrangements for board. His Ideas of
tavern accommodations
had faded
since he had seen the daughter of his
old master. For the first time in
his life Waller was In love.
"Ethel," he said one day, "I have
been here nearly four months, and
now I must return. My work in the
city calls me. Will you not go back
with me as my wife?"
"No," answered the girl shortly.
Fingers seemed to grip the heart
of the man. The green fields and the
scattered trees by the roadside became a confused Jumble, and Waller
lost consciousness.
"Dearest!" The appeal in the words
came through a mist of oblivion and
drew the broker back to life. "Dearest, I didn't mean it. Oh, come back
to me, Dan; come back to me!"
His eyes opened and his weak hands
fumbled for the willing ones of the
girl. "My heart!" he gasped. "The
doctor told me that a sudden shock
would do this. That is why I came
here this summer for quiet."
"Hut I didn't mean what I said. I
I will go back with you."
"Rather," came from Waller, slowly, "I will remain here with you.
There can be no more city for me
now. The excitement of it would kill
me. Dearest, we have money enough
and love. We will remain here."

After twenty years of harsh bat
tling In the marts of the world, Dan
Waller was about to return to the
simple people of his early years. Way-vlll- e
held out no allurements.
He
did not want to go back. Nevertheless his valet was, even then, pack
ing the careful selection of clothes
that he had decided to take with him.
All this was In answer to the Imperious demand of a
physi
cian.
"Go back," the specialist had told
him. "If you care to live forget that
such a place as Wall street exists,
and go back to the village."
Dan Waller was thirty-eigh- t
years
old, but his face was the hard, inexof
the professional stock
pressive face
gambler. He looked older.
Save for a pallor Dan Waller did
not have the appearance of a sick
man. His every movement was preg
nant with vitality, and his broad
shoulders were carried proudly thrown
back, as became the shoulders of one
who had conquered in his every tilt
with the world.
It was the heart of the man that
had at last rebelled but before this
Waller had accumulated over a million dollars.
An orphan, brought up with a frugal farmer, who had taken him out of
an orphans' home with a calculating
eye on the stocky frame of the boy,
Waller couldn't look back over the experiences of his youth In Wayville
with thrilly little quivers of Joy. Martin, his master, had been a master In
every sense of the word. He ha
given the lad whatever the law had
compelled him to give in the way of
clothes and education, but he had
always striven to impress upon Dan
with each gift If gifts they could be
called that whatever came from him
Martin was charity.
All this could reBult in one thing.
There came a time when the boy became a young man and the young

This is somewhat know what Lydia E. Pinkham's reme
feet.
dies nave uone ior
less than was indicated by the prome. For two years
visional estimate made shortly after
I suffered. The docthe fires. The report also shows the
tors said I had tuof
means
protecting
mors, and the only
importance, as
remedy was the surthe forests against fires, of the efforts
geon's knife. My
which are being made by the Departmother boiifiht ni3
ment to open new range to stockmen.
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Washin
Of the National Forests
ComVegetable
pound, and today I
ington and Oregon, on which the fires
am a healthy wo
extended over the greater area was
111,111.
X '11 111UUU13
the Collviile, with 160,000 acres burJ I suffered from in- The fires on this forest,
ned.
yourSanati ve Wash rewere chiefly surface, which are flammation,and
lieved mii. Your Liver Pills have no
which
fires
than
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far less destructive
equal as cathartic. Any one wishing1
travel through the crowns of the proof of what your medicines have
it from any drugIt is considered by the For- - done for me can get
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or by writing to me. You can use
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mv testimonial in any wav vou wish.
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Mrs. CrnusTiNA Heed. 105 Mound St..
the standpoint of fire prevention,
proper utilization of the range under Peoria, 111.
Large parts of
Another Operation Avoided.
regulated grazing.
this forest, and also of the Chelan,
New Orleans, La. "For years I suf
Okanogan and other forests are not fered from severe female troubles.
used by stock because of their inacces-sibilty- , Finally I was confined to my bed and
doctor said an operation was necesalthough a good supply of the
The dry grass sary. I gave Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg- forage is produced.
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and other herbage both spread the was saved
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would
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urieans, La.
have been if the land had been graThe great volume of unsolicited tesOne of the objects of National timony constantly pourinrr in proves
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Forest administration is to open all conclusively that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Compound is a remarkable
available range to the fullest use con- Vegetable
remedy for those distressing feminine
sistent with preservation of the carry- Ulstrom
wrucu so many women suiier,
ing power of the range and protection
of forest growth and water supply.
a "Statehood Special" and the blare
In carrying out this principle, where of a brass band. Let us go softly about
at
are
present
good grazing grounds
the business we have in hand and not
inaccessible to stock the aim of Na- give the impression that we are try
tional Forest administration is to ing to take Congress by storm. Las
open means of communication through Vegas Optic.
the construction of driveways, the
building of Toads and trails, etc., to POSSIBILITIES OF IRRIGATION
the end that stock may penetrate
IN STATE OF TEXAS
wherever forage is to be found and
grazing can properly be permitted. It is Proposed to Issue Fifty Million
Through the building of railroads and
Dollars in Bonds for
the pushing forward the system of
has
which
Tiprmanent imorovement
been planned for the National Forests
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 31. The
of northern Washington, Idaho, and
much
that
believed
possibilities of irrigation in Texas
Montana, it is
hitherto unused range in these forests have become promising and the re
will soon be opened to use. The to sults of this effort so far so profita
pography of some of the country is ble that the authorities of the state
such as to make it available only
from the Canadian side, but American are making an effort to conduct this
stock owners are now beginning to work on a scale larger than has ever
work into it from that side. Another been undertaken in the history of the
means of opening more National world. It is now proposed to issue
Forest range which is being actively bonds in the sum of $50,000,000 as an
employed by the Department of Agri- initial step in this work and also creculture is the securing of concessions ate an Irrigation commission to superfrom railroads in the form of rates vise the erection of dams and the congnii facilities for shinning stock in servation of storm wat-rs- .
Represenand out of regions where forage is tative Williams has prepared a bill
now going to waste.
providing for this most stupendous irrigation scheme. It is believed that
VALUE OF PHYSICAL
this is a move that will ultimately
CULTURE DEMONSTRATED,
give a solution of irrigation in Texas.
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Knowles adHardware Company.
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of the country. It is understood
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ture of the water at the freezing throughout
the entire state.
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When
crawl stroke.
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over
ter of the way across he turnedcrowd:
Are
tonic
in action, quick in results.
to
the
on his back and shouted
swam A special medicine for all kidney and
Knowles
"Fine dope, boys!"
bladder disorders. Mary C. Abbott
in the Columbia river last January
Wolfeboro, N. H., says- - 'I was afflictcold
of
the
and is an ardent exponent
ed with a bad case of rheumatism, due
and
water bath theory from a hygienic
to uric acid that my kidneys failed
health standpoint.
to clear out of my blood. I was so
lame in my feet, joints and back that
it was agony for me to step. I used
Foley Kidney Pills for three days
FUSHES.
EDITORIAL
when I was able to get up and move
about and the paina were all gone.
This
great change in condition I owe
Go
Us
Softly.
Let
to
Foley
Kidney Pills and recommend
been
have
we
Like Mr. Pickwick,
to
them
suffering as I have."
anyone
"ruminating on the strange mutabili
Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
ty of human affairs," and, with all due
regard for the commendable enterHUTSON, NEW MEXICO
prise of the Albuquerque Morning JOHN
CATTLEMAN, IS DEAD.
New
Journal and the opinions of the
venMexican and others, the Optic
Where He
tures to hope that the "Statehood Spe- Died at Amarillo, Texas,
Had Made His Home In
cial" will not materialize. It is quite
Late Years.
true that such a project would do
much to advertise this territory before
Amarillo, Texas, Jan. 31. Few men
the nation at large, but it is also true
have done more
that the exact character and value of in the United Staes
of cattle than
breeds
to
the
would
uncerbe
improve
advertisement
such
the big HereHutson,
John
the
late
mind
savors
too
it
our
tain. ' To
- who
Panhandle,
of
the
ford
breeder
Wolfville
"stunt," and
strongly of a
Amarillo.
Hutson
at
died
suddenly
the less we have to do with it the better off we will be. We have hereto- was a native of England and ina forty
1849,
fore had some Blight experience with niner that Is, he was born Edward
on
same
the
that
national
King
day
to
the
capijunketing trips
tal that brought us nothing much but first saw the light He came to this
Moreover, the country thirty years ago and after vis
adverse criticism.
earnestness of our desire for state- itlng the Panhandle country and New
hood has been well shown by the tre- Mexico and noting the long horned
mendous majority that was cast in cattle grown in those sections decided
favor of the constitution; and it to devote his life and splendid ener
would seem that our desire as thus gy to improving the breeds. The
manifested cannot be accentuated by prize winning herd of Hereford cattle In the show rings in Chicago and
700,000,000

Dut papa is oeaa He u:Sdseven
years ago. Fred, the baby, you will
remember mother, and myself are
living in the old home, and and we
would like to have you Btop with us
while you are In town."
In this Invitation Waller detected
the personal wish of Ethel. He knew
well enough that the mother of the

PAGE SEVEN
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NON-PROGRESSI-

poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in sub-

j

m

Mi

j

scriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have a3 much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.

4

ri
m

iexican"

goes into the
I
homes of Santa Fe and it reaches 1
1
1 every pes office in Hew lexieo
The fitilew

3

The Proper Answer.
Richard Harding Davis received
some time ago from a magazine a
gushing request that he furnish it
gratuitously with a New Year's
few appropriate motgreeting and
toes.
Mr. Harding Davis replied promptly:
"I can't 'greet' people I don't know,
but you are welcome to my motto,
which is, 'Nothing for nothing, and
very little for sixpence. "
Marriage Down to Date.
A hat, a cane a nobby beau a sil
ly girl a whisper low a smile, a bow
a chance to flirt an ardent vow as
cheap as dirt for her a mash for him
a kiss both short of cash both long
on bliss the lake, a boat away they
go adrift, afloat bound for St Joe
a ring, they mate the honeymoon-th- en
find too late it was too soon.

I
if pays to

amriis

in the

I
1
1
tjrrm

By Inference.
Bridge Teacher Now, If your partner Is dealer and has a dreadful hand,
what will she make it?
Mrs. Baker No trumps.
Bridge Teacher Why, you don't
know anything about bridge.
Mrs. Baker Possibly not, but 1
know all about my partner. Harper's
Bazar.

d

Mice

Source of Information.
Browning I hear you are engaged
to that young widow who is visiting
relatives here. Is it true?
Greening Yes.
Browning How did you discover
that she was the one woman In the
world for an old bachelor like you?
Greening Why, she er told me

P:l
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Andrews Cash

No. 4

U

No. 4

S!

Susfar
16

$1

for

lbs

at the Elks' Tonight
entertainment.

Be

You will find

35c

41b

25c.

Fresh Eggs

Fresh Tomatoes lib

20c"

"Merritts Best" Butter 2!b. for 65c

Sweet Potatoes

Oranges

Dz.

Lemons

Dz.

20c. to 60c

Large Bananas

Dz.

Fresh Poultry

20c and 25c

Fish per lb.

30c

Smelt per

35c,

Sausages

Dressed, Turkeys per lb.

30c

7

Dressed Hens per lb.

21c

lc

Dressed Springs per lb.

21c

6

for

31b.

,

25c

lb.

Every Friday

and Fish

Pinto Beans

Dz.

Bars Diamond "C" Soap
100

3

Bars Diamond "C" Soap $3.35

Bars Pearl White

100

25c

25

--

Soap

25c

Bars Pearl White Soap

$3.85

Dutch cleanser

25c

Give us your standing order

for fish and poultry.

R Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Mark on it

out this Trade U

5

)

i

We Guarantee Satisfaction

Lrcuuine.

at

acturing Jeweler.
'

riflPT
r nn
K

Ol

Iflfl
flnn

SERVICE

ASSURED

rnRRTrK'; haprt i inr thkodore Prop
?ZSvmL BnMes and Saddle Horses

THE BIG STORE
Sample Line Ladies Waists
j

Fifteen

Hundred

Beautiful

sample line of New York's

entire

Waists,

leading manu-

facturer to be sold at very LOW

PRICES.

Those waist offerings will more than please
you.

50

per

cent

ON

THE

DOLLAR.

--

D ON't

Hundred

Fifteen

Early choosing will be an advantage to you. All are
AH are carefully finished. You would'nt hesitate to pay from $3.00 to $5.00 for any of them under
ordinary circumstances : : : : :
Involved are two styles made of fine quality linen.
One style is trimmed with Persian trimming, one is
embroidery trimmed, with the Dutch neck. Very
popular this season
If you are planning to make money from
waists this season the sample line will appeal

to you.

CpknH IUTc

your order if you can't
callat the Store) an(J

same will be filled immediately.

Be Sure to examine the line now its
a good stocking.

ill
Nathan Salmon.
Tailor and Clothier.

OUT-OF-TOW-

PEOPLE.

N

We have been doing business here for 40 years standing back of
every garment we sell with a satisfactory guarantee, both as to
fit and quality, as we have an expert fitter.

j

We pay salaries and spend our money at homewe are putting in an extensive
assortment of the LATEST and BEST in Street garments for YOUR BENEFIT

DON'T WE DESERVE

YOUR PATRONAGE?

Our prices will be the lowest possible consistent with the quality you
wish to buy. Our dealing with you will be such as to merit your
trade. We therefore bespeak your patronage and assure you, if
youfplace orders with outside people, you will sincerely regret it
when you see our line and get our prices.
As a forerunnerwe now have in a new line of the snappiest, latest
and best of shoes in all the latest fads and fancies.

From 41 to 58 That was the range
in temperature yesterday and the average relative humidity was 53 per
cent. The lowest temperature during
last night was 31 degrees. At 6 o'clock
this morning it was 36. Yesterday
wns a clear and unusually warm day
for January. The mean temperature
of 50 degrees was 20 degrees above
normal.
Walked 9 Miles to Vote News has
been received here of the patriotism
of Charles B. Rumsey, a forest rang-- j
er and H. H. Norton, agent of the D.
& R. G. at Servilleta.
It appears that
on election day they had to walk nine
miles because a hand car failed to
meet them and they wished to vote at
Tres Piedras. And yet some people
were heard to grumble when they had
a CO horse motor car to take them to
the polls.
Cases in District Clerk's 'Office
There has been a lull in the district
clerk's office until lately when the at--'
torneys have filed several cases. One
of these is that of B. D. Freilinger vs.
the Village of Estancia, over the mat
ter of a license tax on his saloon.
Judge McFie has granted an injunction temporarily restraining the village from further interfering with Mr.
Freilinger's business. The case is set
far a hearing February 20.
No Class of Plays seem to have a
firmer hold on the American public
than good rustic plays; and none seem
to prosper like those which have a
New England background for a foun-- '
dation on which the story is built
We need look for no better proof than
"The Old Homestead," or "The Coun-- I
ty Fair" and in the same class as
these will be presented at the Elks'

theater Friday February 3d, the latest
success, "Along the Kennebec". The
company carry the scenic production
complete, and a good bright, spark-- I
ling comedy is promised in plenty.

Unless You Buy High Grade Kitch-eThings They Soon wear out, and
give no satisfaction says the Wood-Davi- s
Hardware Company in their
new ad today; they call attention to
the fact that, not only in kitchen hardware, but hardware of all kinds, they
n

It you want anyming on
a New Mexican Want Ad.

earn try

new.

::::::
::::.:: ::::::

YOUR BUYING OR PLACE YOUR ORDERS WITH

They are incurring Extra Expense to get outoftown
trade and they make that Expense up ON YOU.

handle the very best.

The Lot is limited only numbering

DO

tickets early.

Gift Store,

SATISFACTION

Sherman-William- s

Jury List Selected The commission apointed by Judge John R. Mc- Fie to select 3oO names for the jury
list for 1911 for Santa Fe county, met
this afternoon and selected the names.
On the commission are Paul A. F.
Walter. Frank Owen and Epimenio
Mestas.
Benefit Performance at the Elks' tonight for Guadalupe church. Splendid
Prices 25 cents
program aranged.
downstairs, 15 cents upstairs. Get

UAWKEa

r

A

scientists.

any kindNoveI
ties Filigree Work
Electroliers or any
thing of quality in
our line.

No piece with- -

I

that we have, on the way, one of the
FinestNewestMost Extensiva Lines of Suits, Skirts, Wraps
and Spring AppareIEver Seen in Santa Fe ::
:: ::

1

Phone No. 4.

m

TaTHC! Anicennc amta
We wish to announce

Floor Wax at GOiiDELS.
Curtain Rises at 8 The curtain at
the Elks' will rise at S o'clock tonight the same as on regular picture
show evenings.
But the performance
will have much music besides moving
pictures.
Going to Fence in Your Home? If
you are read about the artistic as
well as durable cyclone fence advertised by the Santa Fe Hardware &
Supply Co. in this issue.
You Cannot
the
Afford to miss
musical treat at the Elks' theater to
night. Two orchestras, three soloists,
an elocutionist, and moving pictures,
A new
line of Red Cross
shoes is being advertised in this is-sue by John Pflueger, the shoe spe-- !
cialist, who leaves no stone unturned
to give his patrons the best of every-- '
thing for dress service and comfort
lor the feet. Read the ad.
Issued .Warrants A score and .a
half of warrants were issued for those
who refused to pay their poll tax and
road tax. District Attorney E. C.
Abbott has been quite busy in the
matter and those who have not paid
will explain the reason why in court.
Archaeological Treasures The New
Mexico Museum has received a valuable collection of pottery from Fred
of Albuquerque. The potHarvey
tery comes from Arizona and will be
as well as
of interest to tourists

P Its Cut Glass-- "
Silverware flat
or hollow) Jewelry-o- f

3

,.j

Denver,
Colo., Jan. 21.
The forecast is cloudy with
rain or snow in north portion
lonight or Wednesday colder
in northeast portion

Grocery and Bakery
00

'ndr city topics

TUESDAY, JANUARY 31, 1911.

Yours for Square Dealing on Quality Goods

JULIUS H. GERDES

The Cash Store

The Cash Store

ASSURANCE COMPANY. and large resources of the banks and their deaths as the direct result of atAMERICAN BANKERS
bankers behind the company is a guar- tendance at fires, one of whom was
antee that any bank having its de- Walter Bierman, a member of the E.
(Continued From Page One.)
posits guaranteed by the company Romero Hose and Fire Company. It
would receive immediate relief In is likely the board of control will hold
ot case of financial distress, because any another
V. Stevens, a former governor
meeting some time in June in
Missouri, Is well known as one of the one will realize that the men compos- Santa Fe. The association's next regwealthy bankers and business men ing the board of directors in the new ular meeting will be in Clovis next
of St. Louis, whose name has always company could not afford to have any September at which time the annual
stood for solvency and business hon- bank whose deposits were guaranteed tournament will be held. Vice Presiesty. Judge B. F. Olden, president by them, close its doors.
dent McGee, a member of the Clovis
of the Idaho Trust and Savings Bank
The proposition has been endorsed department, has general supervision
of Boise, Idaho, is a leading attorney by Honorable Lyman J. Gage, former of the arrangements. He is being asand one of the wealthy men of ly secretary of the treasury of the sisted by Clovis firemen and business
Idaho. Honorable Silas Cook is a United States, and for many years men. The association now has a
director of the Union Trust and Sav- president .of the First National bank large membership and its affairs are
ings Bank of East St. Louis. He is of Chicago, who says:
in good condition. The benefits of- now serving his fourth consecutive
"The stumbling block to most ev-- fered by it to firemen who become
term as mayor of that city. He was
at first blush, is the guaran-- ! members are so generous that it is ex-tfor twelve years judge of the circuit erybody,
of deposits. It stumbled me. 1 pected it will not be long until every
court. His real estate holdings are fell
right down over that. I said nev- - member of a hose company in the ter-er- ,
quite large and he is interested in
never; no; that will not do. You ritory will join the association.
several banks in the state of Illinois. are Tint erniner to make a hlack man
Members of
board nf enntrnl
Judge C. B. Thomas, the vice presi-- as good aa a Wtn man by just wash-- who were present were President
who
will have particular charge
dent
nim.
But 1 reflected on this P. D. McElroy and W. O. Woods of
of the company in the southwest, is ing 1 am
and
perSuaded that it is just, Las Vegas, T. P. Delgado and Frank
president of the Federal Trust Com- - equitable, wise, and right that the Owen of Santa Fe, just sufficient to
LmnS and f tbe Eastern
creditors of the banks have their de- - j make a quorum. The E. Romero Hose
?ny , Coal Company,
as well as a poBits guaranteed to them as will be and Fire Company gave a
reception
director in several banks in Illinois, th hank's circnlatini nntP helri hv for the visitors in its ntatinn
nn
d.nu is ice owner or much valuable
tne general public. The nature of Bridge street. Many Las Vegas mem- y
tne obligation from the bank, is ex- - bers of the association were present,
on the bench ns circuit judge in Illi- i
RefreRhmonta
n
ComQ
y

j

e

I
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WOMAN

VOTE
FOR U. S. SENATOR.

GIVEN

Deadlock at Denver, Colorado, and
Albany, New York, Remains
Unbroken.
Albany, Jan. 31. There was no
choice in the twelfth ballot for United States senator today.
Woman for U. S. Senator.
Denver, Jan. 31. A woman was
given a vote for United States senator today in the Colorado legislature.
In the joint ballot, Representative
of Custer county voted for
Mrs. Katherine McCook, former stats
superintendent of public schools. No
election resulted in today's vote.

Three boilers, in excel60, 40 and 30 horse
hand
good second
Sisters of
Home Comfort
Range.
FOR SALE

lent condition,
power; also a
Charity.

When given as soon as the croupy
cough appears Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy will ward off an attack of
croup and prevent all danger and
cause of anxiety. Thousands of mothers use it successfully.
Sold by all
dealers.

a large national

hank at Hannibal,
noteB ln the form of circulating
Missouri. He is now president of the banU.,
;money. Xnere is no differeilCe in the
Missouri Bankers Association.
The
" '
very fact that he holds that positio, principle
The
American
Banker of September
in that state is a guarantee of his in iQ1ft
Rva.
cmiuiig imuners. :vi. n. Slur
"The system of deposit Insurance
devant is vice president of the Central National Bank of St. Louis. L inow being put into effect by the
Bankers' Assurance Com
B. Jones is an old experienced Mis- - American
will
the vital weak
pany
strengthen
souri banker who is now devotine his
banking
whnin time and attention to the man- - point in the American
,
,
tam
the essential
L"uo
SEPmprf nf
ance company, vy. E. McCully, for- need."
The company were today granted
mer railroad commissioner of Mislicense to do business in New
souri, is interested in several Missouri banks and is known throughout that state as an enterprising progressive business man. John F. Wolz NEW MEXICO ASSOCIATION
OF FIREMEN MEETS.
a capitalist, is owner of stock in a
large number of banks as well as'
large landed interests in the state of AccePts With Regret Resignation of
Frank Owen as Secretary and
Missouri. D. L. Heinsheimer, is pres- Wood- Elects w
ident of the Mills County National
Bank of Glenwood' Towa. V,. A. Peter
At a meetinS o the board of control
the secretary of the company, is well
of!
known as a successful business man'0' the New Mexlco Association
and former banker of St Louis whbe Flremen which was held in Las Ve- Wood of Las Vegas, was!
ability and experience the company gas- - w- now command. A. C. Landon, treas- - ma(ie secretary to succeed Frank Ow- urer of the company, after a number en of Santa Fe. Mr. Owen several
of years experience as a banker in "weeks ago presented his resignation'
Missouri, resigned his positions
toitop- D- - McElroy, president of the as-- j
Stress of business affairs
become treasurer and devote
Ma Boclation.
time to the active management 0f:made
Impossible for Mr. Owen to
this company, w. S. Gardner, a Mis-- ! continue in office. It was with
banker of twenty years' expert- - wctance that President McElroy
has resigned the position of cePted th resignation, as Mr. Owen,
treasurer of the Federal Trust Com- - QUring the time he has been secretary,
pany to represent the American nas QOne most efficient work.' Mr.
Bankers Assurance Company in the Wood is a long-timmember of the
southwest and will locate and remain association and is thoroughly acquaint-i-n
ed with its affairs. He is expected
the territory.
The American Bankers Assurance by tne firemen to make an excellent
Company must not be confused with secretary and was the unanimous
' .
other companies using a similar choice of the board of control.
An Interesting feature of the meet-- i
name. While the American Bankers'
Assurance Company claims no patent lnS wa8 tbe report that Territorial Au-- 1
or copyright on the name, It is, per- - altor w- Sargent, after examining
haps, the only insurance company tbe system of vouchers utilized by the
composed exclusively, of bankers and association, pronounced it to be the
doing business only with banks and best and most complete of that
No other business instltu-- 1 ,zed by any territorial organization
rinn ever entered tk anuthTOoof
that he has InvenMp-ntei- l
(During the year three members ot
ing behind it so many ot the strong
DanKs of America.
Tie number of tne association nave aiea. two met
i
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That the. New Year we are just entering may be
for each and every one, a Happy New Year; a

year fu, of HeaIth an(J prosperity: With thaDks
for all favors shown us and hoping your New Year Resolution will be

I

Will Trade With

f,

H. C.

Yontz Jeweler
San Francisco St.

a
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An? Considered to be

The World's Finest
You

will rvever

lrow Jpw 5ood
G9Jdy goj be
tillyou try tlese
Always freseat
ZOOK'S
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when yu are fencing your home you
want something artistic as well as
FENCE
urab,e, Cyclone fence will not rust
when exposed to the elements. It has
the strength to withstand rough use. Is is arCYCLONE

tistic and pleasing in appearance.

We Carry it in Stock,

v

j

s.

PHARMACY.

Mm hwui

(

The Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

